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FOREWORD 

The neighborhood unit concept in housing and city planning has 

gained wide acceptance since the publication in 1929 of Clarence 

A. Perry’s "The Neighborhood Unit, a Scheme of Arrangement for 

the Family-Life Community." This treatise appeared as a mono¬ 

graph in Volume 7 of The Regional Survey of New York and Its 
Environs, a project to which Russell Sage Foundation contributed a 

considerable amount of time and money. Mr. Perry was a member 

of the staff of the Foundation when he formulated this concept and 

for a number of years thereafter. In his final work, Housing for the 
Machine Age, published by the Foundation in 1939, he gave 

major emphasis to the neighborhood unit as the key to successful 

urban planning. 

The builders of American cities have customarily erected housing 

with little regard to the grouping of people into neighborhoods for 

constructive social living. The neighborhood unit plan proposes a 

means of correcting this laissez faire trend in city growth. It sub¬ 

stitutes for the gridiron pattern of city blocks a design in which 

optimum size neighborhoods would emerge, each with its own 

shops, schools, and community facilities, and all connected with 

but none bisected by main traffic arteries. In such groupings, the 

plan’s sponsors urge, people can find friendliness, relaxation, con¬ 

venience, and safety, as well as opportunity for citizenship activi¬ 

ties on a manageable scale. 

The present bibliographical study constitutes a rough measure¬ 

ment of the extent to which this urban planning concept has been 

accepted since Mr. Perry’s first comprehensive statement of it made 

less than two decades ago. The compiler became interested in the 

project while engaged in preparing for the Foundation in 1946 the 

bibliography. Community Centers as Living War Memorials. He 

had encountered during the course of this earlier study many refer¬ 

ences to the neighborhood unit plan and came to feel that the ex¬ 

tent to which the idea had won acceptance should be reported upon. « 

Receiving encouragement in this view, he was commissioned by the 

Foundation to carry the project through to completion. 
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6 Foreword 

This study has been limited to exclude all but a few general 
references to the large literature of housing as well as to that dealing 
with zoning. Although it contains over 200 titles, it is a highly 
selected list and makes no pretense of being exhaustive. 

Russell H. Kurtz 

Director, Social Work 
Year Book Department 

June 20, 1947 



AUTHOR’S PREFACE 
N 

HE absence of the sense of neighborhood or community in 
modern life poses a serious problem for the preservation of our 

American democracy. Individuality and social responsibility have 
developed, historically, in the neighborhoods where men lived and 
were best known. Modern life, based on an impersonal system of 

prices and mass production of goods, has created a way of life 
hostile to neighborliness, and has largely succeeded in isolating 
individuals, subjecting them to mass stimuli tending to create mass 
men in a mass culture — the raw material for a totalitarian society. 

Those who sought, after the turn of the century, to organize 
community centers for the meeting of local residents in common 
neighborhood institutions in most instances found there were no 
real communities to locate a center in. Largely from this discovery 
came the drive for the planned residential neighborhood (both 
urban and suburban) where the physical frame of the area, its 
streets, open spaces, community center, and shopping districts 
would all be placed in such relation to the houses and to each other 
that they might significantly aid in the creation of a cooperative < 
community life. 

As a nation we are today embarked on a vast housing enterprise. 
In the coming decade millions of homes will in all likelihood be 
built. Will the principles underlying this construction embrace only 
consideration of the lot and the building, or will they assume as a 
matter of course that a home is an inseparable part of a community, 
that the neighborhood is a vital extension of the house and is ignored 
at our peril.^ Shall we begin to apply to residential areas — which 
comprise perhaps three-quarters of all realty values, and infinitely 
greater considerations of family life and personal development — 
shall we apply to this significant element of our collective life the 
reason and common sense which go into the manufacture of safety 
pins, light bulbs, or automobiles? 

Even more is at stake than huge real estate values and the comfort, 
health, and optimum development of individual and family life. 
At issue in this question of defective neighborhoods is the efiective- 
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8 Author^s Preface 

ness of our democracy itself. It is generally admitted that the lack of 
planning has produced the chaotic conditions from which urban 
areas, large and small, now suffer. Shall we in America be content 
to allow the claim of our detractors that democracy and chaos are 
interchangeable terms? 



I 

THE FACTS OF CITY LIFE 

WITHIN the span of a generation amazement and pride over 
the rapid growth of American cities have given way to 

startled recognition that unplanned or poorly planned expansion has 
resulted in physical and social disorganization which today threatens 
the very existence of the cities themselves. 

Growth and Decay of Cities 

The following references are a small segment of a vast amount 
of recent writing illustrating this dramatic shift in urban develop¬ 
ment. 

1. International Cities and Town Planning Exhibition. English 
Catalog. 389 pp. Wezata, Gothenburg, Sweden. 1923. 

2. The Metropolitan Community. R. D. McKenzie. 352 pp. Mc¬ 
Graw-Hill Book Co., New York. 1933. 

3. Civilian Population — the United States. Bureau of the Census, 
Series P-S, no. 19. Department of Commerce, Washington. 
February 20, 1947. 

4. Improvement of Housing in Cities— Committee Report. 20 pp. 
Chamber of Commerce of the United States, Washington. 

y^. Can Our Cities Survive? An ABC of Urban Problems, Their 
Analysis, Their Solutions: Based on the Proposals Formulated 
by the International Congresses for Modern Architecture. 
Jose Luis Sert. 259 pp. Harvard University Press, Cambridge. 
1942. 

6. The Cost of Traffic Congestion. W. E. Reynolds. In Urban Free¬ 
ways. Prepared by Committee on Urban Transportation, 
American Instimte of Planners. American Transit Association, 
292 Madison Ave., New York 17. 1947. 

7. National Safety Council Report. In New York Times, p. 25, 
February 5, 1947. 

9 



10 The Neighborhood Unit Plan 

8. Progress Reports from Architects in the Field. Report no. 3. 
Marcel Villanueva. In Architectural Record, vol. 88, pp. 
42-43, November 1940. 

9'. The Planned Community. Lewis Mumford and others. In Archi¬ 
tectural Forum, vol. 58, pp. 253-274, April 1933. 

* 

In the first of the above references (i) — a report published in 
1923 — appears the following statement which serves to point up 
the phenomenal progress made in the urbanization of America up 

to that time:^ 

There is nothing more stupendous in history than this progress of 
town building from the Atlantic to the Pacific coast accommodating 
often an increase of a million urban dwellers inside of a year and 
housing by 1920, in the United States alone, an urban population 
of over fifty-four millions. 

When R. D. McKenzie wrote his Metropolitan Community (2) 
ten years after this glowing account, half the population of the 
country lived within an hour by motor of a city of 100,000 or more, 
and over 80 per cent of the people lived within an hour’s drive of a 
city of 25,000 or more. 

Today this proportion is greater than ever (3) but the literature 
describing the central cities speaks with almost a single voice of 
urban disintegration and decay under the assault of blight and un¬ 
planned decentralization. 

McKenzie’s analysis suggests that a chief reason for this serious 
condition results from the invention of the motor car. To the extent 
that our cities were planned at all, they were planned for horse- 
drawn vehicles or at most electric street railways. By tripling the 
radius of the metropolitan area the automobile increased the daily 

traffic area nine times (4) 
The gathering in of great numbers of rural people was followed 

almost at once by an explosion of urban residents into the surround¬ 
ing countryside, at one stroke resulting in a weakening of the city’s 
structure and a great increase in the load it was called on to bear. One 
dramatic element in this picture is central traffic congestion. Jose 
Luis Sert (5) reproduces a poster of the Automobile Club of South¬ 
ern California showing the time taken in the old days by horse and 

1 Numbers in parentheses following the names of authors or publications refer 
to the references listed in each chapter which bear the same number. 

2 A circle with 5-mile radius encloses about 79 square miles; one with a 15- 
mile radius encloses over 700 square miles. 



The Tacts of City Life II 

buggy to get from First to Tenth Street on Los Angeles’ Broadway: 
10 minutes and 21 seconds. Next is displayed the time taken by a 
streamlined motor car of today to cover the same distance: 14 
minutes and 12 seconds. 

Congestion is more than inconvenient; it is expensive. W. E. 
Reynolds (6), Commissioner of Public Buildings of the Federal 
Works Agency, reports that it costs more to deliver a box of Oregon 
apples from a New York terminal to the city consumer than it does 
to ship the same box of apples by rail 3,000 miles across the United 
States. 'The annual losses due to traffic congestion,” he declares, 
"are immeasurable.” And if to this purely economic cost we are to 
add the human cost of traffic accidents and fatalities, the picture 
causes the most careless to reflect. The National Safety Council, ac¬ 
cording to the New York Times (7), reported that deaths in 1946 
resulting from traffic accidents were 33,500, and traffic injuries in 
the neighborhood of 1,500,000. That means an average of more 
than 90 persons killed every day in the year and more than 4,000 
injured daily. 

To congestion in the streets, with the accompanying noise and 
fumes, to increased economic costs and the threat of death or of 
physical injury, must be added the fact of the growing physical 
decay of our cities. Marcel Villanueva (8), in a field report to the 
Architectural Record, finds a paradox in the vast blighted districts 
of a relatively new land: 

Although we are living in a new country, we have grown pre¬ 
maturely old. Obsolescence surrounds us right and left. It appears 
not only in our large areas of slums but in sections of our towns 
that were good only ten or twenty years ago. . . . Instability of real 
estate values will probably stand out as one of the tragedies of our 
generation. 

This report seems but a documentation of the flat statement of the 
Committee on Large Scale Operations of the President’s Housing 
Conference quoted in tlie Architectural Forum (9): "The houses 
of the country constitute our largest mass of obsolete and discredited 

equipment.” 

Causes and Responsibility 

The question of causes and responsibility for the present con¬ 
ditions and of what may be done about it all finds a variety of 
answers, a number of which are represented here. 
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10. Shame of the Cities —1946. Luther Gulick. In National 
Municipal Review, vol. 36, pp. 18-25, January 1947. 

11. The New Exploration: A Philosophy of Regional Planning. 
Benton MacKaye. 235 pp. Harcourt, Brace and Co., New 
York. 1928. 

J12. Rebuilding Our Communities. Walter Gropius. 61 pp. Paul 
Theobald, Chicago. 1945. 

13. The Neighborhood Unit Principle in Town Planning. W. 
Russell Tylor. In Town Planning Review, vol. 18, pp. 174- 
186, July 1939. 

14. Middletown in Transition. Robert S. and Helen M. Lynd. 
604 pp. Harcourt, Brace and Co., New York. 1937. 

15. Environment and Education. (Especially Educative Effects of 
Urban Environment, pp. 1-15.) Ernest W. Burgess and 
others. Supplementary Educational Monographs no. 54. 66 
pp. University of Chicago, Chicago. 1942. 

16. Tales of a Tired Tourist: Travels of George Sessions Perry. In 
Saturday Evening Post, vol. 219, p. 4, October 5, 1946. 

17. A Plea for the Large City. Mannin Streeter. In Manchester 
Guardian Weekly, vol. 44, p. 191, March 7, 1941. 

18. New Cities for Old. Joseph Hudnut. In Mademoiselle, vol. 20, • 
pp. 91 +, January 1945. 

19. The Human Wealth of the United States. Frederick Osborn. In 
New Horizons in Planning: Proceedings of the National 
Planning Conference, 1937, pp. 132-137. American Society 
of Planning Officials, 1313 E. 6oth St., Chicago 37. 

Some critics lay the blame for these conditions wholly upon an 
apathetic citizenry. Luther Gulick (10), president of the Institute of 
Public Administration in New York, finds in our cities a growing 
leisure without the facilities which could make wise use of leisure 
possible; prohibition against child labor but no proper organization 
of youthful activities; immense new knowledge of what to do about 
physical and social betterment but very little actual present harness¬ 
ing of that knowledge: 

Our shame is urban mediocrity without revolt; filth, slums, decay 
and traffic snarls without action; private preoccupation and lazy con¬ 
tentment without compelling civic loyalties or great civic dreams. 

But other students see men in one way or another victims of the 
new combination of the gigantic and the complex: irresponsible 
because distracted, confused, and cut off from communication 
with their fellows. Benton MacKaye (ii) sees the people who con¬ 
quered nature self-entangled: ‘‘The very conquering of one wilder- 
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ness has been the weaving of another. Mankind has cleared the 
jungle and replaced it by a labyrinth.” Walter Gropius (12) rails 
against the "chaotic towns which isolate the citizen” and points to 
the strange and paralyzing fact of loneliness in the crowded city. 
This separateness of people in cities produces, says W. Russell Tylor 
(13), a breakdown of the locality group as the basis for our 
form of government — though people live very close together they 
do not act as neighbors. He says: 

One of the most unfortunate circumstances of our large towns is 
that we expect concerted action from people who are strangers to one 
another. Mobility, lack of home ownership, and social distance, all 
operate in the disappearance of the neighborhood as an entity pos¬ 

sessing social and political values. 

The authors of Middletown in Transition (14) record a common 
attitude of pride in detachment from the local organizations, the 
community campaigns, the neighborhood activities — all regarded 
as "small town stuff.” But the Lynds are inclined to regard this 
"freedom” where it relates individuals to one another "chiefly by 
the common pursuit of private gain under the impersonal price 
system” — as a sign of social disease, "an acute social pathology.” 

There appears to be general agreement on the causal relation be¬ 
tween slums and social pathology. Tylor (13) reports confirmation 
of the earlier findings of Clifford R. Shaw by research workers in 
London, St. Paul-Minneapolis, Omaha, and Los Angeles. More 
recently Ernest W. Burgess (15) disclpsed confirming evidence 
from the Chicago Area Project — a continuing experiment in three 
blighted areas of that city. The data, says Burgess, showed immi¬ 
grant groups coming into the blighted district with practically no 
juvenile delinquency. After settling in the district, contact with 
older residents resulted in delinquency which increased with time. 
Removal from the area brought a rapid decrease in anti-social be¬ 
havior until it practically disappeared. The project satisfied him that 
delinquency has no necessary connection with race, nationality, 
biological or psychological factors, not even with poverty, but is to 
be accounted for by a "lack of neighborhood organization to deal 
with this and various other social problems.” 

Shall Cities Die or Be Changed? 

The list of ills which beset cities appears so formidable to some 
that they have already consigned the big city to an early grave. One 
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such is George Sessions Perry (i6) who has recently completed 
travels of some 40,000 miles visiting and inspecting 22 cities on 
assignment from the Saturday Evening Post. Mr. Perry’s description: 
’'Our cities and those of almost all the rest of the world are punish- 
ing, ugly, spirit-quenching, monstrous hives in which people live 
the lives of frustrated insects.” He sees the end of big cities within a 
quarter of a century — not because of the atom bomb, but as a con¬ 
sequence of "the simple fact that people do not like to be miserable.” 

Mannin Streeter (17) reminds the readers of the Manchester 
Guardian that the great city creates and nourishes art and has been, 
historically, the champion of human freedom "in a desert of feudal¬ 
ism.” The answer to city problems, he urges, is not escape to 
" 'refugee’ settlements” at the edge of the city, but rather conscious 
and effective alteration of the city’s defects to preserve its population 
and maintain its civilizing functions. This also is the theme of 
Joseph Hudnut (18) of Harvard who asks how there can be "any 
fundamental and lasting dissidence between man and the city” when 
over the centuries it is the city which has made us what we are. 
Granted, he argues, that the industrial revolution has wrecked the 
eighteenth century balance and that many people are unhappy in 
cities today; running away is not the indicated solution. "You cannot 
afford that facile extravagance; nor can your children, who, what¬ 
ever compromises you may make, must ultimately live there.” Dean 
Hudnut sees the answer in wise city planning. But it is not the plan¬ 
ning which concerns itself with the monumental center or the grand 
geometric scheme. Nor is it planning primarily on an economic 
base which treats the city as a productive macliine — though he is 
sympathetic and sees the necessity for such planning; but by itself 
he finds it "neither deep nor clairvoyant.” Significant city planning, 
in his view, makes the home central. This does not mean "housing” 
in the limited sense of subsidized dwellings for low-income groups. 
The planner’s material is the home, "whether it be for rich or poor: 
the home and its environment.” The breadth of definition he gives 
to environment is important and includes, among other things, 
streets, shopping centers, and recreation areas. He closes with an 
appeal for public interest to invest planning with prestige and 
authority to do its great work. 

The kind of urban environment Dean Hudnut wants, Frederick 
Osborn (19) pleads for with a note of urgency. In an address en¬ 
titled "The Human Wealth of the United States,” the chairman of 
the Population Association of America refers to the greatness of that 
wealth — both culturally and biologically, and says that it is the 
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function of the planning profession to preserve it. The decline of 
the birth rate on the part of the more intelligent section of the popu¬ 
lation he finds is taking on serious proportions. "Having a family, 
and especially having a large family, has become an expression of 
faith in the essential value of life.” The situation. General Osborn 
believes, points to the necessity of creating an "optimum environ¬ 
ment for the rearing of children.” He asks: 

^ Can we remake our cities so that they will be places in which respon¬ 
sible parents will desire to have children and will be enabled to rear 
them properly } . . . Can we provide a more equal opportunity for 
taking part in productive activity, so as to prevent the hopelessness, 
the constant ill-directed migration which is so destructive of family 
life? 

And he ends with the warning that though our human resources are 
great, they are not "fixed and imperishable.” 

The affirmative answer to General Osborn's questions is believed 
by many to lie in the planned residential neighborhood as the basic 
unit in city and regional planning. The development and spread of 
this planning concept is the theme of the following pages. 



II 

BACKGROUND OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD 

UNIT PLAN 

The neighborhood unit plan, in brief, is the effort to create a 
residential neighborhood to meet the needs of family life in a 

unit related to the larger whole but possessing a distinct entity 
characterized by the four strictly local factors: 

I. A centrally located elementary school which will be with¬ 
in easy walking distance — no more than one-half mile 
— from the farthest dwelling. 

2. Scattered neighborhood parks and playgrounds to comprise 
about 10 per cent of the whole area. 

3. Local shops to meet daily needs, grouped together at acces¬ 
sible points on the periphery of the neighborhood. 

4. A residential environment — that community-created re¬ 
sultant, the product in part of a harmonious architecture, 
careful planting, centrally located community buildings, 
and special internal street system with deflection of all 
through traffic, preferably on thoroughfares which bound 
and clearly set off the neighborhood. 

Clarence A. Perry 

The planned residential neighborhood as understood by this 
study probably finds its most complete description in Clarence A. 
Perry’s monograph, “The Neighborhood Unit, a Scheme of Ar¬ 
rangement for the Family-Life Community,’’ found in Volume 7 
of The Regional Survey of New York and Its Environs (20). An 
account by Perry of his part in the development of the plan is to be 
found in Chapter 9 of his Housing for the Machine Age (21). 

20. The Neighborhood Unit, a Scheme of Arrangement for the 
Family-Life Community. Clarence A. Perry. Monograph One 
in Neighborhood and Community Planning, pp. 22-140. 
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Background of Neighborhood Unit Plan 17 

(Vol. 7 of The Regional Survey of New York and Its En¬ 
virons.) Regional Plan of New York and Its Environs, 
New York. 1929. 

21. Housing for the Machine Age. (Especially Chapter 9, History 
and Social Significance of the Unit Idea.) Clarence A. Perry. 
261 pp. Russell Sage Eoundation, New York. 1939. 

AIJEA IN OPEN DEVELOPMENT 
PREFERABLY 160 ACR.E5 "o 
IN ANY CASE IT SHOULD 
HOUSE CNOUG-H PEOPLE TO 

REQUIRE ONE ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL® EXACT SHAPE 
NOT ESSENTIAL BUT BEST 
WHEN ALL SIDES AREFAIGiY 
EQUIDISTANT FROM CENTER- 
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PERIPHERY AT TRAFFIC 

junctions and 
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A SHOPPING- DISTRICT 
MIGHT BE SUBSTITUTED 
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AND PARR SPACE 

INTERIOR STREETS NOT WIDER 
THAN REQUIRED FOR SPECIFIC 
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AND COMMUNITY, 
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TO BUSINESS CENTER ARTERIAL STREET TRAFFIC 
JUNCTION 1 

0 
Reprod^lced from New York Regional Survey, Volume 7 

THE NEIGHBORHOOD UNIT AS SEEN BY CLARENCE A. PERRY 

Contributors to Perry’s Formula 

In his introduction to the Regional Survey monograph Shelby M. 
Harrison refers to Perry’s selection and emphasis of current tenden- 
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cies in city planning and his ordering of them to support and im¬ 
plement "a definite social objective/’ These tendencies, in their 
turn, were consequences of the impact of social movements and 
ideas referred to in the following references. 

22. Community Centres. (Especially Appendix I.) Report of Minis¬ 
try of Education. 40 pp. His Majesty’s Stationery Office, 
London. 1945. 

23. Community Center Movement as a Moral Force. C. J. Bush- 
nell. In International Journal of Ethics, vol. 30, pp. 326-335, 
April 1920. 

'24. Garden Cities of Tomorrow. Ebenezer Howard. First published 
in 1902. 168 pp. Faber & Faber, Ltd., London. 1946. 

25. Nothing Gained by Overcrowding! Raymond Unwin. 23 pp. 
3d ed. Garden Cities and Town Planning Association, Lon¬ 
don. 1918. 

26. Town Planning in Practice: An Introduction to the Art of 

Designing Cities and Suburbs. Raymond Unwin. First pub¬ 
lished in 1909. 416 pp. Century Co., New York. 1923. 
(Especially Chapter ii. Of Cooperation in Site Planning, 
and How Common Enjoyment Benefits the Individual.) 

27. Social Organization: A Study of the Larger Mind. Charles 
Horton Cooley. 426 pp. Scribner’s, New York. 1909. 

28. Wider Use of the School Plant. Clarence A. Perry. 423 pp. 
Russell Sage Foundation, New York. 1910. 

One of these influential forces was the settlement house movement 
begun in Toynbee Hall, London, in 1885 as a result of Samuel 
Barnett’s address two years before on the "Settlement of University 
Men in Great Towns’’ (22). This institution was shortly thereafter 
brilliantly adapted to this country, notably by Jane Addams on 
Chicago’s Halsted Street, "to add’’ as Miss Addams said* "the 
social function to democracy’’ (23). And C. J. Bushnell defined 
that function as an effort to help 

all classes to overcome invidious and abnormal class distinctions, 
and participate freely and effectively in all society’s elementary 
social functions: those of maintenance, learning, control and play. 

Another major influence was the garden city movement launched 
with the publication in 1902 of Ebenezer Howard’s famous Garden 
Cities of Tomorrow (24), which proposed a new kind of urbanism 
in a planned town of limited size, population, and density, sur¬ 
rounded by a fixed agricultural "green" belt. The whole of the area 
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remains in group ownership; design of structures and zoning of 
use is strictly controlled to preserve a pleasant and healthful en¬ 
vironment; segregated, non-nuisance industry is encouraged to pro¬ 
vide nearby employment. Self-government is prescribed. Investment 
capital is subject to a limited return. From Letchworth — England’s 
first garden city — the idea spread and was embodied in other places 
in that country and abroad. Raymond Unwin, whose Nothing 
Gained by Overcrowding! (25) is another milestone in garden city 
literature, gives something of the quality and direction of thinking 
of the leadership of the movement in the following paragraph 
(26): 

However much we may strive to improve the individual cottage, to 
extend its accommodation, and enlarge its share of garden or 
public ground, it must for a long time, and probably for ever, remain 
true that the conveniences and luxuries with which the few rich are 
able to surround themselves cannot be multiplied so that they can be 
added to every house. It is possible, however, and indeed easy, 
by cooperation to provide for all a reasonable share of these same 
conveniences and luxuries; and if we once overcome the excessive 
prejudice which shuts up the individual family and all its domestic 
activities within the precincts of its own cottage, there is hardly any 
limit to be set to the advantages which cooperation may introduce. 

^ Advocates of the neighborhood unit plan also acknowledge a 
heavy obligation to the social sciences and especially to Charles 
Horton Cooley (27) for the theoretical basis of the plan for neigh¬ 
borhood units. Human personality, Cooley taught, is the product of 
association and what is human in us "wastes away in isolation.” 
The formative association is of the "primary” or "face-to-face” kind, 

and has a geographically local basis. Wrote Cooley in 1909: 

The most important spheres of this intimate association and coopera¬ 
tion — though by no means the only ones — are the family, the 
play-group of children, and the neighborhood or community group 
of elders. ... Of the neighborhood group it may be said, in general, 
that from the time men formed permanent settlements upon the 
land, down, at least, to the rise of the modern industrial cities, it 
has played a main part in the primary, heart-to-heart life of the ^ 

people. 

The community center movement, sufficiently developed by 
1911 to have a national convention which was addressed by 
Woodrow Wilson, should also be set down as a contributor to the 
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neighborhood unit formula. This movement had its roots in settle¬ 
ment house history perhaps but did not confine itself to deteriorated 
areas of cities, aiming rather to organize the normal neighborhoods’ 
public and private activity in the fields of recreation, general culture, 
and adult education. One of the earliest directions the movement 
took was the promotion of the use of the neighborhood public 
school for community center activities after the regular school hours 
and during the summer months. Perry’s Wider Use of the School 
Plant (1910) is a report of this phase of the movement to that date 
(28). 

A New York Suburb and a Chicago Contest 

From 1912 on Perry lived in Forest Hills Gardens, a New York 
suburban development planned on spacious suburban lines and 
begun in 1909 by Russell Sage Foundation. The Gardens’ archi¬ 
tectural harmony, its planned community facilities, small inter¬ 
spersed neighborhood parks, and the specialized character of most of 
its streets constituted a laboratory for Perry and others thinking 
along lines of the emerging planned neighborhood. 

29. City Residential Land Development. Alfred Yeomans. 138 pp. 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago. 1916. 

30. Ten Years of the Community Center Movement. Clarence A. 
Perry, ii pp. Russell Sage Foundation, New York. 1921. 

31. Urban Sdciology: An Introduction to the Study of Urban Com¬ 

munities. Nels Anderson and Eduard C. Lindeman. 414 pp. 
Alfred A. Knopf, New York. 1928. 

32. The Rebuilding of Blighted Areas: A Study of the Neighbor¬ 

hood Unit in Replanning and Plot Assemblage. Clarence A. 
Perry. 59 pp. New York Regional Plan Association, New 
York. 1933. 

An early and little-known example of such thinking is found in a 
publication dated 1916 by Alfred Yeomans (29).^ The text is a 
collection of illustrated plans submitted in a contest for a planned 
subdivision sponsored by the City Club of Chicago, and includes, 
among other recommended bibliographical items, a pamphlet de¬ 
scribing Forest Hills Gardens. The plans in general discard the 
gridiron pattern .of streets and consciously group social institutions, 

^The writer is indebted to Lewis Mumford for information about this book 
which, says Mr. Mumford, was lost sight of probably because of the break of World 
War I. 
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displaying, as Mr. Yeomans says, increasing evidence of an aware¬ 
ness of economic, social, and aesthetic needs in the development of 
cities before which "the purely mechanical extension of existing 
street systems is giving way.” Though he ran a diagonal thorough¬ 
fare across his own plan of the quarter section, Mr. Yeomans empha¬ 
sized the local character by curving the rest of his residential streets 
and distributing four separate sets of public and part-public build¬ 
ings to keep group activities close to the homes of people — to give 
the small social group "a greater degree of coherence and hence 
greater effectiveness as a factor in the life of the whole city.” 

It is interesting to note that the one plan among all those cited 
which deliberately kept the rectangular street pattern was that of 
C. C. Cone who stated that "the tract is not destined to have a com¬ 
munity consciousness apart from that belonging to the city as a 
whole.” 

The text describing the plan of William Drummond has a section 
entitled "The Neighborhood Unit Plan” under which he writes: 

A quarter-section may prove to be too large or too small, but the unit 
is intended to comprise an area which will permanently exist as a 
neighborhood or primary social circle. Each unit has its intellectual, 
recreational, and civic requirements featured in the institute which is 
located approximately at its center and its local business require¬ 
ments featured at its corners. In a series of units there would be an 
alternate disposition of centers of activity which would remove as 
far as possible the operation of one function from t^jat of the other. 

In the summing up Robert Anderson Pope, from the economic 
point of view, lists the three value-making factors as intensity of 
land development, distribution of community facilities, and the 
street system. The last-named is weighed in the four aspects of ex¬ 
ternal and internal objectives, handling of through traffic, internal 
convenience, and design. William B. Faville, writing on "aesthetic 
views,” holds that the absence of unity and the "general ugliness” 
typical of American urban and suburban residential districts are 
largely due to the lack of "controlling intelligence.” He believes it to 
be a seemingly well-established principle that an area develops best 
scientifically, aesthetically, and economically when all building 
operations are controlled by an individual, a corporation, or a board. 
Grouping of units erected on small lots, for instance, produces 
effects obtainable in no other way. But he is doubtful whether the 
wish "to express American freedom of individual action” will 
permit the otherwise sensible and satisfying ensemble. 
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Urban Hostility to Neighborhood Organization 

When in 1921, after more than a decade of work in the com¬ 
munity center movement, Perry took stock of the progress made 
(30) he found the reality far short of the goals which had been set. 
The political, cultural, and sectarian obstacles to the public organi¬ 
zation of community centers in American cities are obvious, and 
workers in the field accepted them as given factors to be dealt with 
by education — and time. It fell to Perry’s lot, however, to isolate, 
describe, and publicize over the years a factor about which some¬ 
thing might be done at once, namely, the physical environment with¬ 
out which neighborhood life as a social fact is difficult if not im¬ 
possible. From the point of view of a common architectural pattern, 
a rational grouping of schools and other community structures 
with parks and playgrounds, or even a sensible laying out of streets 
and shopping areas, the vast majority of urban communities offered 
little to give people what he called ”a sense of their locality or an 
occasion for local pride.” 

The conventional street system alone was a tremendous obstacle 
to neighborhood organization. The gridiron or checkerboard pattern 
of street layout — satisfactory for carriages but hopelessly inade¬ 
quate for concentrated motor traffic — broke up the neighborhood 
into rectangular islands surrounded by noise, dirt, fumes, and 
danger. (Nels Anderson and Eduard C. Lindeman [31} refer to 
Chicago’s more than two hundred square miles of straight streets 
and rectangular blocks, "a striking instance of a town planned by a 
surveyor.”) The children’s school might or might not be a great 
distance from home but it was often on the other side of a stream of 
through traffic (the railroad of the twentieth century, without tracks, 
without schedules, and often without responsible personnel at the 
controls^). Writing in 1929, Perry (20) stated that more than one 
child a day died as a result of traffic accidents in New York City 
alone.^ As for parks and playgrounds, urban land is valuable, and 
developers build it up closely, with the natural result of a serious 
absence of open space and green surroundings. The shopping areas 

1 "'The main traffic roads are now nothing more nor less than railways,” is the 
statement attributed to Sir Raymond Unwin, and Lord Lytton said, in a Howard 
Memorial Lecture, that one does know where a train will come, which is more than 
can be said of road traffic. Quoted by Wesley Dougill, see ref. no. 122. 

2 A continuous campaign aided by the Safety Bureau of the New York City 
Police Department has helped to cut this figure down in 1946 to about one-third 
the 1929 level, but during the first twenty-six days of 1947 thirty-six persons 
were killed and 1,975 injured in traffic accidents in the city’s five boroughs — 
figures called "ominous” in a New York Times editorial (January 30, 1947). 
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are normally concentrated at congested traffic intersections when 
they are not scattered ribbon-fashion along the main and side streets 
"wherever opportunity offered.” This effective prevention of resi¬ 
dential environment in which neighborliness could develop brought 
on an opposite result: a restless urban population whose physical 
instability is reflected in unstable property values, ending inevitably 
in blight, acute blight, and finally slums. 

A Physical Basis for Cooperation 

Perry saw this process as the consequence of collective causes: 
"the deeds or neglect of many people” —physical changes trans¬ 
lated into impressions which grow and in turn cause further physical 

changes (32). He turned then from the more specialized field of 
community organization to discover, as Shelby M. Harrison said, 
"the physical basis for that kind of face to face association which 
characterized the old village community and which the large city 
finds it so difficult to recreate.” The neighborhood unit plan devel¬ 
oped out of this search. 

33. The City. Robert E. Park, Ernest W. Burgess, and R. D. Mc¬ 
Kenzie. 239 pp. University of Chicago Press, Chicago. 1925. 

34. The Local Community as a Unit in the Planning of Urban 
Residential Areas. Clarence Arthur Perry. In The Urban 
Community, pp. 238-241. American Sociological Society. 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago. 1926. 

33. Public Education and School Building Facilities: Summary 
Preliminary Report to the Regional Plan of New York. 
George D. Strayer and N. L. Engelhardt. In vol. 7 of The 
Regional Survey of New York and Its Environs, Appendix A, 
pp. 130-131; see ref. no. 20. 

36. Urban Areas. Ernest W. Burgess. In Chicago — An Experiment 
in Social Science Research. T. V. Smith and Leonard D. 
White, editors, pp. 113-138. University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago. 1929. 

Some Minimum Standards in Site Planning for Low-Cost 
Housing. Tracy B. Augur. In Proceedings, Joint National 
Conference on Housing, Washington. With discussion, pp. 
49-62. National Association of Housing Officials, 1313 
E. 6oth St., Chicago 37. 1935. 

The first public presentation of Perry’s formulation of the neigh¬ 
borhood unit occurred at a joint meeting of the National Com¬ 
munity Center Association and the American Sociological Society 
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in Washington December 26, 1923, in the form of an illustrated 
lecture, "A Community Unit in City Planning and Development.” 
On the same program was Robert E. Park, co-author with Burgess 
and McKenzie of the pioneer and much-quoted work. The City 
(33). Much of the material of this lecture very likely was incorpo¬ 
rated in Perry’s contribution, in 1926, to The Urban Community 

(54)- 
Perry emphasized four main elements in his neighborhood unit 

which, when wisely related to the character of the site and the 
prospective residents, would give both form and stimulus to the 
common life of the area: 

1. Make the elementary school the focus of the neighborhood. 
2. Eliminate through traffic from the neighborhood and re¬ 

form local streets to serve the residents. 
3. Localize and segregate the shopping center at the inter¬ 

section of the through streets at the corners of the neigh¬ 
borhood. 

4. Provide minimum standards for open space and neighbor¬ 
hood parks. 

First and most important in a neighborhood of families is the 
elementary school. Its central location and recommended size de¬ 
fines the physical extent of the neighborhood. Perry accepted the 
report of George D. Strayer and N. L. Engelhardt (35) stating 
that grade-school children should not have to walk more than one- 
half mile to school, and advising the provision of a school for every 
1,000 or 1,200 children. This would call for an over-all population 

of between 5,000 and 6,000 and, presuming about ten families to the 
acre, an area of about 160 acres. A centrallyj^ocated school in such a 
neighborhood could be within a half-mile of the farthest house. 

Perry’s studies led him to believe that this school-focused neigh¬ 
borhood should have a school which was also a community center.^ 
Such an institution, with a specially constructed building and ample 
grounds planned for the use of both children and adults, would, 
with the church or churches and other community buildings, make 
up a neighborhood civic center — a source of pride as well as a 
magnetic and unifying factor in neighborhood life. 

The second main element in the neighborhood unit is also sig¬ 
nificantly related to the needs of the young. Children, said Perry, 
should never be required to cross a main traffic street on the way to 

1 See ref. no. 28. Also The High School as a Social Center and The School as a 
Factor in Neighborhood Development, both published by Russell Sage Foundation 
in 1914. 
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school. If for no other reason, streets of the residential area should 

rigorously exclude through traffic. Another sound reason for routing 

through traffic outside the neighborhood is to set bounds to the 
district, giving it a "clear identity in people’s consciousness." Re¬ 
ferring to main thoroughfares as early as 1926 (34) he had written, 
"Make these streets direct, make them wide, but lay them down so 
that they demarcate, instead of bisect or cut up, neighborhood dis¬ 

tricts." Within the neighborhood the street system would have an 
entirely local function: there would be service streets only, so ar¬ 
ranged as to discourage "foreign” traffic, and planned to lead natu¬ 

rally to the community’s center, adding to the sense of physical unity. 

The local shopping center, the third element in the unit, needs to 
be nearby, segregated, and adequate to the daily needs of people. 
Burgess had recorded the intimate relation between forms of com¬ 
munity organization and the physical formation of the city, stating 
that the latter was "a frame" upon which the former developed 
(36). One example of this was the community trading area which 
centered about the intersection of two principal business streets, and 
this intersection, Burgess adds, "at the same time divides the district 
into its component neighborhoods.” Recognizing this mutual at¬ 
traction of shops and traffic. Perry placed the local business center at 
the intersection of the main streets bounding the neighborhood 
units. Any of the four intersections could serve parts of four neigh¬ 

borhoods. Such patronage should prove large enough to justify all 
needed community services. Limiting the shops in this way would 
keep the business function separated from the rest of neighborhood 
life and yet locate its center at an average distance of perhaps no 
more than two blocks from the homes of residents. 

Perry’s emphasis on the local neighborhood parks, instead of 
the large but infrequent ones, was part of his effort to supply the 

basis for local pride as well as to provide for adequate close-by play 
space for the neighborhood’s children. His standard for the neigh¬ 
borhood unit was a minimum of 10 per cent of the total land area 

to be in scattered parks and playgrounds. 
The garden city movement and the neighborhood unit plan are 

linked by Tracy B. Augur (37) in an address delivered at a national 
housing conference. Mr. Augur thinks of these two concepts as 
twin pillars upon which may be reared a stable and humane urban 
order. Explaining that a slum is not essentially a collection of de¬ 

teriorated buildings but "an environment that had proved bad for 
those who live in it," Mr. Augur raises the question of what a whole¬ 
some community structure looks like. In answering that question he 
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relates the principles of the two movements to each other and high¬ 
lights their significance for our times in a memorable passage: 

Two notable contributors to housing literature, Sir Ebenezer Howard 
and Clarence Perry, give us the first lead. Before we start thinking 
of site design at all we must begin with a unit of urban life that is 
capable of maintaining itself, that has the internal strength to defend 
itself against whatever adverse pressure its surroundings may exert. 
. . . Howard set up the Garden City as a type of metropolitan unit 
that could resist the usual processes of annexation and submergence 
in the central city, that could survive as a well-rounded healthy com¬ 
munity uninfluenced by the ups and downs of urban life around it. 
Perry carried the same idea into the internal structure of cities in 
his concept of the neighborhood unit, a residential cell capable of 
building up so strong a community life within itself that it would be 
capable of resisting the tendencies to depreciation and disintegra¬ 
tion that might take place in the city about it. In each of these 
schemes the central theme has been unity, the creation of units that 
gain such strength from their internal organization that they are not 
at the complete mercy of the ordinary city-building forces. 
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THE PLANNERS TEST THE PLAN 

PROFESSIONAL planners and architects have tested the neigh¬ 
borhood unit plan, in some instances developing completely 

preplanned residential communities. While there is little agreement 
on details or specific programs of action, there appears to be a very 
large measure of agreement on the general superiority of planned 
neighborhood construction over present subdivision methods in the 
outskirts of cities, as well as over the housing projects of the central 
areas. 

38. Rehousing Urban America. Henry Wright. 173 pp. Columbia 
University Press, New York. 1935. 

Human Problems of Dispersal. Lewis Mumford. In Town and 
Country Planning, vol. 14, pp. 70-73, Summer 1946. 

40. Henry Wright. Alan Mather. In Pencil Points, vol. 21, pp. 
3-14, January 1940. 

41. Our Blighted Cities. Clarence S. Stein. In Architect and Engi¬ 
neer, vol. 114, pp. 62-63, August 1933. 

42. City Patterns . . . Past and Future. Clarence S. Stein. In New 
Pencil Points, vol. 23, pp. 52-56, June 1942. 

43. Education and the Evolving City. Clarence S. Stein. In Ameri¬ 
can School and University Year Book, pp. 40-53, 1945. 

44. Neighborhood of Small Homes: Economic Density of Low- 
Cost Housing in America and England. Robert Whitten and 
Thomas Adams. 205 pp. Harvard University Press, Cam¬ 
bridge. 1931. 

^ Superblock Versus Gridiron. In Architectural Forum, vol. 73, 
pp. 66-67, 1940* 

46. Housing as a Town Building Problem. A postwar housing 
problem for the students of the Graduate School of Design, 
proposed by Walter Gropius and Martin Wagner. 59 pp. 
Harvard University, Cambridge. 1942. 

Henry Wright’s Rehousing Urban America (38), a classic in its 
field written by a highly competent technician, is concerned not 

27 
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with slums and not with the glamorous front yards of cities, but with 
that vast and monotonous ring of middle class housing lying in 
general between the slums and the suburbs. This area he calls a river, 
and sees it wandering through intermediate fields to feed the 
marshes of the slums. It is an area most of which, because of no 
planning or poor planning, is blighted, he says, at the very start. 
Wright would replan and rebuild this area to make it permanently 
attractive to those who are employed in the central city and who now 
spend considerable time and expense getting back and forth to the 
suburbs. Living in the renewed city, he believes, "they will be better 
served, and the city will further profit by relief from the costly traffic 
and transit now required and still mounting, for the purpose of 
taking people from places where they have to be to other places to 
which they really need not go.” 

Wright’s relation to the neighborhood unit plan lies in his con¬ 
ception of the key to advancement in housing and city development. 
This, he says, derives "mainly from the release of planning from 
the restrictions of the narrow lot, and the organization of a consider¬ 
able area in an interrelated manner.” He argues for the |'group 
dwelling” — a continuous structure of more than two dwellings 
having "independent access to every suite at ground level.” Its 
front is broad, its plan shallow — "not over two rooms deep.” 
When a combination of city blocks is developed with this new 
structure into what is called the superblock,^the saving in space from 
the elimination of the usual narrow side yards ("damp, sunless, 
and noisy”) and the reduction in land devoted to streets make pos¬ 
sible the central garden court with its air, sunlight, green growing 
things arid safety for playing children.] For illustration of the plan 
Wright points to Sunnyside, Long Island, Radburn, New Jersey, 
Chatham Village near Pittsburgh, and Mariemont, Ohio. 

Sunnyside and Radburn 

The first of these was Sunnyside — "a figure carved within the 
hard shell of the city.” But it is not a garden city. The planners 

wanted something in this country like Letchworth and Welwyn in 
England, and Radburn — thanks to the initiative of Alexander M. 
Bing — ^as the result. Radburn is laid out, Wright says, in super¬ 
blocks of between 30 and 50 acres with a central park — a planning 
principle directly stemming from Sunnyside. The dead-end service 
street is also found at Sunnyside and comes from previous English 

practice. The Radburn superblock, in this authority’s judgment. 
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reduces the per-family cost of street improvements, provides se¬ 
clusion from street noise and danger, and completely segregates 
pedestrian from vehicular traffic. It also makes possible the efficient 
use of a wide periphery of the superblock, leaving a sizable internal 
block "core.” This core is not impinged upon by streets, it is freed 
from sharing in their improvement costs, and can serve as a sheltered 
park.^ 

The proved relation between the physical plan and the greatly 

increased social activity of the Radburn community is a settled 

matter in Wright’s mind as may be seen from the following quota¬ 

tion wherein he remarks on 

the extent to which the provision of the rather elaborate though 
practical features of its new street plan and block organization, and 
particularly its system of central parks, stimulated the growth of 
community activities and cooperation . . . the whole life of the 
community revolved around its central block park system. Once the 
motor-car was put away in the garage that was entered from the 
lane, the street was forgotten. All activities, including walking from 
one home to visit friends in another, took place over the park walks. 
Here children played because the things that attracted them were 
centered in the park or made accessible from its walks instead of 
from the streets.^ 

Lewis Mumford (39) describes a similar experience (in which 

he and his family participated) at Sunnyside, across the East River 
from Manhattan: 

Almost overnight dyed-in-the-wool New Yorkers, who had once 
made it a point of honor not to know their neighbors on the same 
floor of their flat, became active collaborators in all sorts of commu¬ 
nal projects: they planned lectures and poetry readings in the special 
community rooms, they founded a nursery school, they supervised 
the common greens in each block, they exchanged experiences in the 
art of gardening with their neighbors — and, above all, they became 
neighbors and found a satisfaction in their existence that only the 
poor, in the great metropolis, otherwise know. . . . On the basis 
of their past behavior in an ill-planned and depersonalized environ¬ 
ment, you cannot judge what people are capable of becoming, in a 

I'The superblock and the 'internal greenbelt’ were Radburn’s greatest in¬ 
novations; but it also was, I believe, the first concrete application of Perry’s school- 
centered neighborhood.” — Lewis Mumford in a private communication to the 
writer. 

2 For a detailed description of organized community activities at Radburn, see 
ref. no. 152. 
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relatively short time, when more social opportunities and incentives 
are present. 

An able account of Wright’s professional career is found in an 
article by Alan Mather (40). Illuminated there is Wright’s plea 
for a change in land platting and a modification of the gridiron 
pattern of streets reinforced by diagrams showing two similar exist¬ 
ing sites. The one is a Radburn superblock of 40 acres with 275 lots 
35 by 100 feet including a 6-acre central park with a school site. The 
other is an unplanned 37-acre section (ten conventional blocks) in 
Wyandotte, Michigan, with 200 lots 35 by 140 feet with alleys; it 
has no space for park or school site. 

From Lot and City to Neighborhood and Region 

Clarence S. Stein, designer of the Hillside Project in New York 
City and, with Henry Wright, planner of Sunnyside and Radburn, 
has long been an advocate of major operations upon our inadequate 
cities (41). His view of a city is functional, and he compares it to a 
factory; when a new model has been decided upon the industrialist 
changes his factory or scraps it and rebuilds another. So, says Stein, 
we must look upon our cities. They are obsolete. They must be 
changed or rebuilt. 

The place of the neighborhood unit in this transformation he 
discusses in an article on past and future city patterns (42). In the 
past, he says, the "basis of design and operation’’ was the lot and the 
city. Now it must be the neighborhood and the region. Of the 
"neighborhood community’’ he says: 

In the formless mass city of the present, community life and face-to- 
face democracy have been submerged and lost. New communities 
should be small enough to permit neighborliness and participation 
of all members in common concerns, but large enough to allow a 
rich and varied community life and to support adequate communal 
facilities economically. 

Like most community-minded planners Stein feels that the 
schools will play a leading part in modifying the forms of present- 
day cities (43). He points to the plans of the County of London 
and the City Planning Commission of Los Angeles. Both, he reports, 
accept as basic urban units the neighborhood and the district, and in 
both instances the area is largely determined by "the areas of in¬ 
fluence of the elementary and secondary schools.’’ This discussion of 
the part of education in changing cities leads him to outline his 
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general position on city planning. For Stein the creation of new cities 
or the rebuilding of the old ones is the great task before us. Its 
gigantic size is made more impressive by the fact that the materials 
with which we must build are inelastic, while the needs for which 
we rebuild change with the years, sometimes with the months. 
Nevertheless there are some things of which we can be reasonably 

sure: 

1. We must create environments which can provide a personal 
part for each individual to play. This means small neigh¬ 
borhoods. 

2. Growth of urban areas should be limited to keep the neigh¬ 
borhood and the city identity. Boundaries must be sharply 
defined; the more natural, the better. 

3. Neighborhoods should be grouped together in such a way as 
to enable them to acquire for joint use facilities such as 
large hospitals, high schools, professional theaters, which 
no neighborhood could adequately support alone. 

4. The regional city (which Stein believes is to replace the 
metropolis) will be made up of a "constellation” of 
smaller-sized towns bound together by the "townless 
highway” or parkway. 

5. Each neighborhood, district, and town shall be so planned 
as to focus upon its own community center. 

Superblocks for Neighborhoods 

Neighborhood of Small Homes (44) is a Harvard contribution 
to the idea of the planned neighborhood. This study "to determine 
how sparsely we may spread population and still meet the cost of 
complete city improvements and adequate housing” recommends 
the creation of "self-contained neighborhoods.” The three neigh¬ 
borhood unit diagrams included show the Radburn superblock; a 
hexagonal block — 670 feet on a side; and a 920 foot square super¬ 
block. All have interior parks. Careful planning in this large block 
manner, it is asserted, permits savings of between 15 and 40 per 
cent in the cost of street improvements, and a 15 to 30 per cent 
saving in land area which normally goes into streets. The interior 
parks therefore cost nothing extra for land and may be developed 
with the money saved on street improvements. This is in addition to 
long-time savings in maintenance represented by the reduced lengths 
of streets and improvements. The neighborhood unit planning stabi¬ 
lizes lot values and alters the "present tendency to change to a more 
intensive use, with increasing land values but depreciated building 
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values and with a sacrifice of all community values.” One of the com¬ 
munity values pointed out in this study is the value of the ”on-the-lot 
or interior-block” play space. Even when playgrounds are within a 
quarter of a mile, for "short-time, near-by play” the street will be 
used if close-at-hand play space is not provided.^ Such space is, of 
course, especially desirable for preschool children. A summary of 
the text might be found in the following quotation: 

Zoning and platting control of the unbuilt area should be concerned 
not so much . . . with the size, shape and use of the individual lot 
as with that of developing self-contained communities in which all 
community needs will be taken care of. The block pattern is in many 
respeas more important than that of the lot, and the neighborhood 
pattern more important than that of the block. 

The report of a study by O. Kline Fulmer (45), "Superblock 
Versus Gridiron,” states the general agreement concerning the 
superblock’s clear superiority in attractiveness, flexibility, amount of 
light and air, economy in street area, and traffic safety, but no general 
agreement on the question of relative cost. It is interesting to note 
then that, on the basis of 1940 construction costs in Washington, 
Mr. Fulmer reported savings on development costs of a 17.2 acre 
tract (for 152 dwelling units) of more than $30,000 over what the 
gridiron plan would have cost. 

More Naturalness in Living 

The deterioration of cities is a result of their denial of human 
needs, according to Walter Gropius and Martin Wagner (46). And 
it is the people’s wish for freedom and more naturalness in living — 
not primarily the automobile — which is responsible for what he 
calls the "disease of decentralism.” Machines ("one billion horse 
power slaves”) are only the implements of "a new mind” in the 
making — a mind whose expression is right and proper and which 
cannot be denied its will. Like Mumford and Wright, Gropius is 
not thinking in terms of slum-clearance (except perhaps to level the 
slums and turn them into parks). His interest is in the satisfaction 
of human needs in the most rational and human fashion. This 
means, for him, a "de-concentration” of cities, and he would begin 
by constructing satellite communities or "new townships” to make a 

1 Statistics of the Safety Bureau of the New York Police Department clearly show 
that in the play hours between 3 and 6 p.m. more children between the ages of five 
to ten years are killed or injured in traffic accidents than at any other time during 
the day. 
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place in which to house the city’s surplus population and some of 
its crowded industry. The way in which these planned extensions of 
the city are constructed reveals Gropius’ adaptation of the neighbor¬ 

hood unit plan. ^ 

The new townships will grow out of "an introverted system of 
planning’’ —the opposite'of the kind which uses the trafi&c street 

as the "show side’’ of construction. A strict separation of pedestrian 
and auto traffic is stressed. A main consideration, of course, is to 
reduce accident hazard. But another important reason is to apply 
the concept of "walking-distance" as a planning principle, making 

man and not machines the fundamental scale. In the residence areas 
the locations of community center, shopping area, schools and play¬ 

grounds will all be near the meeting places of pedestrian walks 
issuing from the various dwelling blocks. The careful eye for costs 
is reflected in a comment on the particular role of the landscape 

architect. Standardization and prefabrication will increasingly limit 

the number of building types, it is pointed out, and will thus make 
great demands upon the "vision of the designer" to achieve variety. 

Success will depend more on the site and not so much on the 
dwelling. 

In a Chicago lecture in 1945 under the joint auspices of the Insti¬ 
tute of Design, the Chicago Association of Commerce, and the 
Chicago Plan Commission (12), Gropius elaborated on the steps 

required to humanize our cities. Among the first is the necessity, he 
believes, of stimulating citizen interest by bringing the administra¬ 

tive framework down to man size by means of the organized and 
planned neighborhoods: "self-contained neighborhood units small 
enough to serve as organisms for reactivating normal social inter¬ 

course." The guide to a desirable neighborhood population is the 
now familiar minimum for an efficient elementary school. Noting 

that some Chicagoans are reported to spend nine years of their lives 
commuting^ he urges that the physical area be no greater than one in 
which all points of interest in the neighborhood shall be within a 

ten or fifteen minute walk — or a radius of one-half mile. He also 
recommends that the journey to and from work shall not take more 

than thirty or forty minutes in all. Included in the neighborhood as 
Gropius plans it are business, industry, local administration, shop- 

1 ”A commuter who spends one hour each way five days a week fifty weeks a 
year for thirty-six years winds up having devoted the equivalent of nine full 
working years to traveling in uncomfortable circumstances through unattractive 
surroundings with which he has always been thoroughly familiar.” — From Syra¬ 
cuse Tackles Its Future, in Fortune, vol. 27, pp. 120-123, May 1943. 
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ping, education, recreation, and worship. "Not one of these can be 
forgotten,” he says, and continues: 

Provided with these facilities, the unit would have a good chance to 
improve .social contact, the prospect which originally made urban 
life desirable. The social initiative of the people would then origi¬ 
nate at a local level and gradually reach out into a wider region. 

Because of the urgency and complex character of city rebuilding, 

Gropius suggests the creation now of the administrative setup for 

new neighborhood units in cities, and the building in each one of 

them of a small community center — preferably in connection with 

the schools. This would be one way of actively initiating citizens in 

"practical rehabilitation.” His advocacy of the neighborhood unit 

as an independent local government gives the community center 
immediate political significance. 

Variations on the Neighborhood Theme 

Further variations on the neighborhood unit theme with special 
reference to the size, flexibility, and humanness of the concept today 
are illustrated in the following references. 

47. The City Is the People. Henry S. Churchill. 186 pp. Reynal and 
Hitchcock, New York. 1945. 

48. Neighborhood Design a7'id Control: An Analysis of the Prob¬ 

lems of Planned Subdivisions. Henry S. Churchill and Ros- 
lyn Ittleson. 39 pp. National. Committee on Housing, 512 
Fifth Ave., New York 18. 1944. 

An Organic Theory of City Planning. Hermann and Erna M. J. 
Herrey and Constantine Pertzofl. In Architectural Forum, 

vol. 80, pp. 133-140, April 1944. 
50. The Human Scale in City Planning. Jose Luis Sert. In The New 

Architecture an.d City Pla?2t2ing, pp. 392-412. Paul Zucker, 
editor. Philosophical Library, New York. 1944. 

51. The New City. L. Hilberseimer. 192 pp. Paul Theobald, 
Chicago. 1944. 

52. New City Patterns: The Analysis of and a Technique for Urban 

Reintegration. S. E. Sanders and A. J. Rabuck. 197 pp. Rein¬ 
hold Publishing Corp., New York. 1946. 

(y. School-Neighborhood Nucleus: Analysis of Residential Com¬ 
munity from the Standpoint of Requirements of Modern 
Educational Program. N. L. Engelhardt, Jr. In Architectural 

Forum, vol. 79, pp. 88-90, October 1943. 
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Henry S. Churchill in his The City Is the People (47) describes 
the two great planning problems of cities as (a) how to bring back 
economic and biological health to the inner areas, and (b) how to 
plan undeveloped areas in balance with the central city in a way 
to preserve both old and new neighborhoods from blight. A "theory 
of planning" has come to the fore in recent years, he says, which is 
being applied to both inner redevelopment and suburban develop¬ 
ment. It is called the neighborhood unit, and refers variously to a 
physical neighborhood, a social neighborhood, a school neighbor¬ 
hood, and an administrative neighborhood. These are hardly ever 
identical, he says, and while he does not attempt to say what the term 
will eventually come to mean, he does point out that for planners it 
has "pretty much the rather broad concept which Clarence A. Perry 
has so well expressed" and he quotes from Housing for the Machine 

Age (see ref. no. 21). 
Like most responsible advocates of the neighborhood unit plan, 

Churchill is careful to point out that a physical plan can hardly 
produce a neighborhood but, he asserts, it may "very materially assist 
other forces in fostering a true neighborhood feeling." As to the 
size, he feels that a school district is too big for neighborly purposes. 
For him the "social neighborhood" would be a division of the 
"school unit." He holds that the latter, which he would also make 
identical with the smallest political subdivision of the city, would 
be the "ideal planning area." It would include school district, voting 
district (for the local legislative body), police and fire precinct, 
census tract, health district, and other "administrative elements" — 
all of which would be co-terminous. This area would be defined in 
ways previously suggested — by through traffic routes, topographi¬ 
cal barriers, and so forth. European parallels, Churchill suggests, 
are the French arrondissement and the English "precinct planning." 

Two main concerns in the planning of neighborhoods are out¬ 
lined in Churchill’s interesting booklet on the design and control of 
neighborhoods (48). The physical plan should be, first, one which 
provides efficient and pleasant surroundings. This means safe and 
convenient "circulation," good siting of structures, well-placed 
open spaces — a source of "pleasure and pride." The plan should 
in the second place be suitable to the particular residents of the area 
and to the practical considerations of economics, politics, and law. 

Cities out of human scale with mass organization making personal 
activity indecisive have assaulted and overwhelmed the dwellers in 
cities and produced "the flight from responsibility, the characteristic 
disease of our time,” write the authors of "An Organic Theory of 
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City Planning” (49). They find no panacea in planning but believe 
that it can greatly help: the "provision of suitable external con¬ 
ditions will go a long way towards restoring our choked com¬ 
munities to the healthy state in which they once existed.” The two 
essentials required of the new social units are "recognisable in¬ 
dividuality and a manageable size.” As for size they come close to 
Churchill’s view: they would have neighborhoods of 30 to 60 fami¬ 
lies; a number of these would make up a residential unit of about 600 
families. Two such units would share a common recreation and com¬ 
mercial area. They hold that, without calculating the savings in 
medical care, police supervision, and fire protection, such planned 
residential units would be justified by the savings in reduced roads, 
utilities, and maintenance costs alone. 

A Human Scale in Planning 

In an essay called "The Human Scale in City Planning,” Jose Luis 
Sert (50) expresses concern at the popular acceptance of the Sunday 
supplement’s super-gadgeted city. He would stir the public to a 
crusade in another direction: opposition to the pervasive cement and 
brick, carbon monoxide and noise, the drafts of the corridor streets. 
In addition to limiting the size of cities and so preserving much of 
our present countryside, he would introduce directly into cities 
measured segments of the open country. "The humanization of 
cities, old and new, appears as one of the main tasks of the coming 
decades.” 

Mr. Sert’s book. Can Our Cities Survive? (5), gives the answer 
"yes” conditionally: if we can overcome ignorance and inertia. We 
must, he believes, find the knowledge and the energy to create new 
cities in which the four elements of dwellings, work, recreation, and 
transportation acquire satisfactory relations to human needs and to 
each other. His new city would have the following characteristics: 

1. Neighborhood units 
2. New and functional street network 
3. Segregated industrial and business districts 
4. A civic center 

Of the neighborhood unit this spokesman for the International 
Congresses of Modern Architecture says: ". . . it is obviously the 
basis for efficacious urban housing legislation.” The experience of 
housing construction between 1920 and 1940 — much of it put up 
without community facilities — deserves study, he says, reminding 
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his readers that slums are basically quarters which fail to meet 
human needs. ’'A dwelling cell would not be complete without 
these community services, which extend its functions.” He lists as 
required facilities the school (which is central to the whole idea), a 
day nursery, kindergarten, branch public library, indoor and open- 
air recreation space (centrally located for both adults and children); 
also (along the highways) a cinema, local stores, garages, and a 
small health center. 

For L. Hilberseimer (51) the flexibility of the neighborhood unit 
(he calls it "settlement unit”) is the extraordinary thing about it. 
He likens it to a brick, "always so typical, and yet so various in use.” 
It can meet any situation, will stand alone or in combination. He 

says: 

No matter how many such units were combined, the same favorable 
conditions for one unit would remain in all its combinations. The 
use of such a unit would solve the problems involved in organizing 
all the city’s parts. It would make a complete traffic solution truly 
possible. It would create an organic structure for the community 
life of the people. 

Another advantage in changing from the present block system is 
stressed by Hilberseimer. Combining the blocks into residence units 
adds open space and a rational street system, but an important 
function is also that of reducing the number of traffic intersections. 
An area two blocks wide and four blocks long of the standard grid¬ 
iron pattern has 15 intersections; the neighborhood unit for the 
same area has four. One suggestion of Hilberseimer is a superblock 
two square miles in area — the four intersections are of the clover- 
leaf variety. Within the bounding expressways of this superblock 
the "settlement units” would be grouped, their size determined by 
walking distance. Ludwig Sierks is said to have been the first to 
suggest this formula. 

New Patterns for Cities 

New City Patterns (52), the recent publication of S. E. Sanders 
and A. J. Rabuck, opens with the assertion that the huge scale of 
the undertaking to reconstruct America’s cities can only be compared 
to the effort put forth to win World War II, and the book proceeds 
to point out ways and means — in politics, finance, and planning — 
for the rebuilding so urgently called for. The plan advocated pro¬ 
vides limited access thoroughfares to divide the city into subcom- 
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munities made up of neighborhood units of varying densities. A 
large blighted area of Baltimore is pictured — "the great sea of 
despondency” — as typical of large areas of urban America, and its 
redevelopment into neighborhood units is worked out. Street length 
is reduced from 122 miles to 72.7 miles, and 20 miles of alleys are 
cut out. The 373 acres thus saved contribute vitally needed open 
space, while hundreds of street intersections ("every one of which 
constitutes a traffic ha2ard”) are eliminated. At the same time, 
through motor traffic routed via express highways is "greatly im¬ 
proved.” "Most cities,” the authors write, "have too many streets 
and not enough room for traffic.” The subcommunities with their 
neighborhood units should be planned as necessary parts of the 
master plan but they need not be constructed all at once. "The de¬ 
velopment should be programmed and controlled in the public 
interest, rather than allowed to proceed as best meets the selfish 
interests of real estate speculators.” 

The social character and intention of the physical plan is stressed 
by the authors. "Desirable social contacts” are the result of more 
than just time, energy, and means; they may flow from ease of meet¬ 
ing, also, and the layout of the city should assist this social goal: 
"the design of the neighborhood unit must be such as to encourage 
neighborly relations. From the standpoint of social life the neigh¬ 
borhood unit should possess the best qualities of the 'small town’ 
without sacrificing the broad opportunities inherent in the large 
city.” One of the powerful elements in such design is said to be the 
educational system — extended to include nursery and kindergarten 
for the very young and adult education for the older population; 
which means that educational structures will not be "mere school 
buildings where children are to be educated.” Nevertheless the 
elementary school is described as "probably the strongest socializing 
institution in America” and rightfully deserves, the authors think, 
the central position given it by practically all advocates of the neigh¬ 
borhood unit plan. 

The size and density of neighborhood units are based on the 
probable school population as calculated by N. L. Engelhardt, Jr. 
(53). Another factor is the need for a group large enough to offer 
ample choice in the selection of friends. A neighborhood should 
therefore contain a variety of housing types to attract many different 
"income and intellectual groups.” A maximum of "acquaintance 
and good fellowship” is the important goal of design, location, and 
arrangement of site and facilities. "Proper neighborhood design and 
organization can do much,” Sanders and Rabuck declare, "to pro- 
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mote democracy and good community spirit.” It is not only a logical 
development of the motor age but it is also "an imperative method 
of development if city people are to be provided with a desirable 

environment.” 

The Social Character of Neighborhood Planning 

The social character and consequences of neighborhood unit plan¬ 
ning are considered the major elements and should be treated as 
such in the opinion of writers referred to below. 

54- 

58. 

59- 

City Development: Studies in Disintegration and Renewal. (Es¬ 
pecially The Social Foundations of Post-War Building.) 
Lewis Mumford. 248 pp. Harcourt, Brace and Co., New 
York. 1945. 

The Culture of Cities. Lewis Mumford. 586 pp. Harcourt, 
Brace and Co., New York. 1938. 

What Is a City? Lewis Mumford. In Architectural Record, vol. 
82, pp. 58-62, November 1937. 

Good Neighborhoods. Catherine Bauer. In Annals of the 
American Academy of Political and Social Science, vol. 242, 
pp. 104-115, November 1945. 

Uniform Neighborhood Boundaries. Neva R. Deardorff. In 
Architectural Forum, vol. 80, pp. 125-126, April 1944. 

The Natural Area as the Unit for Social Work in the Large 
City. Ernest W. Burgess. In Proceedings of the National Con¬ 
ference of Social Work, pp. 504-510. University of Chicago 
Press, Chicago. 1926. 

Walled Towns or Neighborhoods? Eugene H. Klaber. In Jour¬ 
nal of the American Institute of Planners, vol. 12, pp. 28-29, 
April-June 1946. 

The question for Lewis Mumford (54) is not how to rebuild our 
metropolitan areas nor how to keep our machines running, but 
rather how to keep life running "with or without the aid of machines, 
in or outside our urban areas.” Study of the latter question will 
help us to understand the conditions required for wise urban and 
regional development. Critical in this connection is the fact that 
American cities of 25,000 or more do not reproduce themselves, and 
the rate of population increase declines with the size of the city. 
City routine, "the urban standard of expenditure,” the extra room 
which cannot be afforded, the forbidding environment, have con¬ 

tributed, he says, to a "decline of animal faith” and a situation which 
calls for action. 
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If the action is forthcoming, Mumford is confident about the 
future. An age of expansion, he believes, is giving way to an age of 
stabilization and he quotes John Stuart Mill: 

... a state of dynamic equilibrium, though it might be dreaded by 
the profiteer, was the condition required for translating mechanical 
improvements into social welfare. 

t 

In his now famous text on city culture (55), Mumford says that 
the social nucleus which at various times was the church, the palace, 
the factory, and the market place, should now become the dwelling 
house and the school and the community facilities related to them. 

He writes: 

Whereas in the development of the city during the last century we 
expanded the physical plant recklessly and treated the essential social 
nucleus, the organs of government and education and social services, 
as mere afterthoughts, today we must treat the social nucleus as the 
essential element in every valid city plan: the spotting and inter¬ 
relationship of schools, libraries, theaters, community centers, is the 
first task in defining the urban neighborhood and laying down the 
outlines of an integrated city. 

♦ 
In the new city, he says, the physical definition of the neighborhood 
will be set by the easy walking distance for children between school 
and the farthest house. Within this area the pedestrian is to be re¬ 
spected by providing for local traffic only — through traffic will go 
around, perhaps become the boundary of the area, separated from 
neighborhoods by parkway strips. "Even country villages,” says Mr. 
Mumford, "today often lack this element of safety and freedom 
from anxiety.” 

In another place (56) he tells of communities built systematically 
to this pattern: Radburn, New Jersey, and at Cologne and Hamburg 
— all about 1929 ("apparently in complete independence”). Not 
only do these places centralize the local public institutions and 
grounds, and isolate the residence areas from through traffic, but 
there is a planned separation of "foot trafiic from wheeled traffic,” 
within the neighborhood and thus a further emphasizing of the 
human quality of the community. 

To cut the size of things down and to raise their quality up to the 
human level, may be a way of summarizing Mumford’s thought. A 
friendly and safe world for children; a neighborhood which en¬ 
courages free and frequent meetings between residents of a com- 
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munity; these are the guides to reconstruction, he says, and not 
rapid transport or any other mechanical instrument. In an integrated 
city of planned neighborhoods (called the ”polynucleated city” — a 
phrase borrowed from Warren S. Thompson’s Population Prob¬ 

lems) there is a better chance for face-to-face groups meeting in 
neighborhood institutions which supplement the school as the com¬ 
munity nucleus. Among these he lists public library and reading 

rooms, community workshops, studios, and laboratories, public 
dance halls, and little theaters. Settlement houses and some schools 
have demonstrated the usefulness of such local activities and none 
of them is new. But, he urges, they should be organized into a 
related whole — each local community should have something in its 
own scale like the great regional university. And at the same time he 
suggests that a metropolitan museum or a city college might well 
have local units as "a needful step toward urban integration.” 

Above all, he warns, not mere mass for the purpose of piling up 
city values, but a "deliberate local nucleation and finer regional 
articulation.” 

The words are jargon; but the importance of their meaning should 
not be missed. To embody these new possibilities in city life, which 
come to us, not merely through better technical organization but 
through acuter sociological understanding, and to dramatize the 
activities themselves in appropiate individual and urban structures, 
forms the task of the coming generation. 

Criticizing some planners’ preoccupation with the mechanical 
details of neighborhood planning, Catherine Bauer (57) asks for a 
fuller recognition of the more fundamental aspects — "the broader 
and more dynamic implications” — of neighborhood concept. 
Among these she lists class and race relations in a democracy; the 
pattern of the environment as it affects and is affected by growing 
leisure time and standards of economic security; the population 

problem — "the suicidal urban birth rate and the likely develop¬ 
ment of a positive population policy”; the question of city density 
and size,, and the allied question of planning a wise dispersal; stimu¬ 
lating local citizen participation to prevent the dual danger of 

government paternalism and private monopoly. 

This latter point, a plea for neighborhood control over neighbor¬ 
hood functions. Miss Bauer illustrates by mentioning such centrally 
controlled activities as nurseries, schools, community health, com¬ 
munity center activities, public housing management, detailed de- 
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termination of land use and rehabilitation. As the number and com¬ 
plexity of these activities grow she is sure some decentralization will 
be necessary. She says: 

Probably for every function that should be handed on to the regional 
level, there is another that might profitably be handed down to the 
neighborhood; and, however taxes may be assessed, collected, and 
allocated, it is certainly true that the more nearly a neighborhood 
approaches a state of social, economic, and functional balance, the 
simpler it will be for it to assume its logical administrative responsi¬ 
bilities. 

Two related discussions of the functioning neighborhood in 
cities may be mentioned here. The one by Neva R. Deardorff (58) is 
a plea for uniform neighborhood boundaries, in which the present 
jumble of precincts, districts, and zones used by various public and 
private agencies is said to have a harmful effect upon neighborhood¬ 
building efforts. The other is the report of a sociological study by 
Professor Burgess and his colleagues (59) whose conclusion is that 
the natural area, "the one which inheres in the physical structure of 
the city itself,” is the '’most serviceable natural unit” for social work. 

Many people besides Miss Bauer are concerned with the fact of 
social and economic segregation in our large cities. The natural 
tendency of immigrants or workers or racial groups to live near one 
another is one thing. The deliberate policy of providing facilities 
which are available only to specific segments of the population is 
quite another thing. This is the burden of Eugene H. Klaber’s 
article (60) aptly entitled "Walled Towns or Neighborhoods?” 
Mr. Klaber calls for the kind of planning, especially in the large 
housing projects, which will foster physical and social integration 
of entire neighborhoods. This means site planning, for it is clear to 
Mr. Klaber that zoning alone is incapable of preventing social strati¬ 
fication. He points to recent and proposed housing projects in New 
York City as evidence of income and racial segregation which, he 
believes, a wise society should guard against. 
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THE PLAN MAKES FRIENDS AND FACES 

OBSTACLES 

PROFESSIONAL planners, practicing architects, social workers, 
and social scientists have found a large area of agreement con¬ 

cerning the desirability of the planned neighborhood. What of the 
possibility of general understanding, acceptance, and application of 
these principles in the United States and the rest of the world.^ The 
following pages offer material to help answer this question. 

6i. Replanning European Cities. Walter C. Carey. In Engineering 
News-Record, vol. 137, p. 188, August 8, 1946. 

Planned Neighborhoods for 194X. Eight articles on neighbor¬ 
hood planning. In Architectural Forum, vol. 79, pp. 65- 
142, October 1943. 

63. Planning Neighborhoods. Beyond Victory, Program No. 149. 
Robert W. Kennedy. 6 pp. mimeographed. World Wide 
Broadcasting Foundation, 598 Madison Ave., New York 22. 

64. Look at Your Neighborhood. Description of the exhibition 
designed by Rudolf Mock with the advice of Clarence Stein. 
Prepared by the Department of Circulating Exhibitions and 
Educational Services of the Museum of Modern Art. 2 pp. 
mimeographed. The Museum, ii W. 53d St., New York 19. 

65. Planning the Postwar Community. Thomas W. Mackesey and 
Gilmore D. Clarke. In Architectural Record, vol. 93, pp. 
78-82, January 1943. 

66. Urban Planning and Land Policies. Vol. 2 of the Supplementary 
Report of the Urbanism Committee to the National Re¬ 
sources Committee. 366 pp. Supt. of Documents, Washing¬ 
ton. 1939. 

67. Better Cities. Charles S. Ascher, National Resources Planning 
Board. 22 pp. Supt. of Documents, Washington. 1942. 

68. Successful Subdivisions: Planned as Neighborhoods for Profit¬ 
able Investment and Appeal to Home Owners. Federal Hous¬ 
ing Administration. Land Planning Bulletin No. i (super- 

43 
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sedes Technical Bulletin No. 5) • 28 pp. Supt. of Documents, 
Washington. 1941. 

091 The Benefits of Controlled Neighborhood Planning. Seward H. 
Mott. In Architectural Record, vol. 88, pp. 36-37, November 
1940. 

70. Background for Action. E. S. Draper. In Architectural Forum, 
vol. 75, p. 26, November 1941. 

71. A Handbook on Urban Redevelopment for Cities in the United 
States. Federal Housing Administration. 105 pp. Supt. of 
Documents, Washington. 1941. 

Community Planning — a New Kind of Problem 

Walter C. Carey (61) finds the level of town planning thought 
and action "definitely higher” in Europe than in America. Writing 
on the subject of the replanning of European cities, he offers this 
conclusion: 

. . . it is perfectly reasonable to expect to find twenty years from 
now, that Europe’s cities will have been rebuilt in accordance with 
well thought out plans, while America is still debating the basic 
proposition whether planning is necessary at all. 

The editors of the Architectural Forum (62), recognizing a 
disability in American thinking on the subject of rational planning 
of housing, neighborhoods, and cities, seek to find the reasons, and 
believe that the newness of the problem is at the heart of the difii- 
culty: 

When the focus of planning is shifted from isolated building to 
the integrated group, a change takes place which is not merely one 
of degree: it produces an entirely new kind of problem. And big 
as our thinking has been in this country, this "new kind of problem,” 
involving the community as a whole, or sizeable sections of it, has 
remained almost completely beyond our grasp. 

For all that, the editors are highly optimistic in their estimate of the 
future of planned neighborhoods in the United States: 

\ 

Never, in its many years of existence, has the Architectural Forum 
been privileged to publish an issue giving a picture of our common 
future at the same time so hopeful and so realistic. 

Two obvious difficulties they point out: the one is the tradition of 
small-scale land ownership (a real obstacle to land acquisition and 
consolidation); the other is the lure of the money return to the com- 
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mercial developer of the subdivision on the outskirts. But the editors 

are aware of powerful counterdrives: “forces of terrific potency are 
attacking our most deep-seated beliefs about land tenure and use.” 
Needless to say, these forces are born of the imminent threat of 
destruction to city realty values by the decentralist explosion. 

Taking the Story to the People 

Two methods of reaching a wider public with the message of the 
neighborhood unit plan have recently been undertaken: the radio 
and the traveling exhibit. 

A program for radio written by Robert W. Kennedy (63) of 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology popularizes the neighbor¬ 
hood unit plan, and underlines a point of Gropius concerning the 
seeming helplessness of cities. If a child were brought up as casually 
as were our cities, says Mr. Kennedy, he would have been a perma¬ 
nent invalid and would long since have come under the surgeon’s 
knife. But because cities are not human, but are complicated, huge, 
expensive collections of private property, we have done little more 
than diagnose their ills. Moreover the layout of cities is hostile to 
the development of the neighborly and community spirit which 
could bring about improvement. He quotes approvingly Charles S. 
Ascher (see ref. no. 67) on the neighborhood as “the guiding con¬ 
cept” in city rebuilding. With such a plan we could break up the 
city’s “endless sea of dreary buildings” into many small communi¬ 
ties. Each neighborhood, we are told, would consist of houses of all 
sorts and for all income groups, for all ages and all sizes of families. 
Only such neighborhoods, the writer believes, can carry on the 
American tradition: 

Education, our American democracy, comes from rubbing elbows 
with all sorts and conditions of people — younger and older than 
you are, richer and poorer, with a white collar if you wear a blue 
one and vice versa. This contact is the only basis on which respea 

- for one’s neighbors and on which political responsibility can be 
built. Without it, social life, in its largest sense, amounts to little 
more than a cat and dog fight. 

For Mr. Kennedy neighborhood is really “a school for the learning 
of the good life,” and its “grammar school” (which determines 
the size of the neighborhood) and recreation building serve the com¬ 
munity as a house serves a family. Other community facilities are 
described in some detail and the relation of several units to junior 
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and senior high schools and junior college and professional schools 
is outlined. A compromise between the requirements of school eco¬ 
nomics and the smaller population required for neighborliness is 

recommended. 
The Department of Circulating Exhibits of the Museum of 

Modern Art has prepared for circulation 200 copies of an exhibit 
called Look at Your Neighborhood (64), designed by Rudolf Mock 
with the advice of Clarence Stein. Twelve panels show the need to 
plan comprehensively to make over our overcrowded and chaotic 
cities; to avoid waste of time in travel to work and to shop; to insure 
safety for pedestrians and greater convenience for auto drivers. The 
exhibit graphically illustrates how, when based on "the life of the 
individual in his community,” neighborhoods may provide the 
stimulus to enable the citizen to play a personal part. A good neigh¬ 
borhood is defined as one with good housing; with a park (whose 
function among other things is to serve as "a safe pedestrian artery to 
all sections of the neighborhood”); an elementary school — with 
modern equipment and "related to the out-of-doors”; a community 
center, probably closely related to the school and serving both in¬ 
dividual and group needs "such as photography, shop work, drama, 
sports, and forums” (Woodville Housing Project in California is 
shown as a well-planned example); a shopping center with grouped 
shops including, perhaps, "social-commercial features like an out¬ 
door restaurant, theater, bowling alley,” illustrated by the Mac- 
Laughlin Heights War Housing Project in Vancouver, British Co¬ 
lumbia. Service shops and light industry, segregated but accessible, 
may, if "clean and quiet” and "simple and dignified in design,” add 
much to the neighborhood plan. The Johnson and Johnson Ligature 
Building in New Brunswick, New Jersey, is reproduced as such a 
factory. The exhibit points out that good neighborhoods can be 
planned from the start or may result from replanning unsatisfactory 
existing areas; they may be rural or suburban villages or part of a 
town. In the latter case, a number will be grouped around the civic 
and commercial center which a larger population calls for. 

A need for planning now toward better living conditions for all 
should be recognized by every citizen. The realization of this aim 
depends largely upon the people’s initiative through community and 
civic organizations. 

Teachers of architects and city planners appear to be convinced 
of the wisdom of the neighborhood approach to residential con¬ 
struction. Thomas W. Mackesey (65) of Cornell University's Col- 
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lege of Architecture writing in collaboration with Gilmore D. Clarke 
believes the city is ‘’basically sound” and "is here to stay,” though it 
will spread out and its residential areas will be made up of neighbor¬ 
hood units, the principle of which, he says, has met with wide ap¬ 
proval among planners. He urges following the theory "as far as 
possible in postwar rebuilding.” He strongly recommends the spe¬ 
cially designed community-centered school as nucleus: 

It is absurd that buildings representing such a large public invest¬ 
ment should be so restricted in use. School buildings will be designed 
for and must serve as neighborhood social and welfare centers. They 
can fill a definite neighborhood need during the evenings and sum¬ 
mer months when ordinarily they are locked up. 

Referring to the superblock’s economies and other possibilities as 
"too great to ignore,” it is stated that one-third of the developed 
areas of our cities are in streets and still, because "the street pattern 
of the city is wholly bad and archaic,” traffic congestion is "one of the 
most spectacular problems.” If our urban communities are planned 
intelligently, the street area can be reduced and at the same time 
pedestrian and motor traffic can be cared for "in a sane and satis¬ 
factory manner.” Controlled expansion along these lines plus "the 
acquisition of land reserves,” the whole program aided but not 
"directed” by the federal government would, in the view of the 
writers, make "a tremendous difference” to American cities. An 
illustration of these principles is found in Hill, New Hampshire 
(see ref. no. 99), which illustrates, they say, this kind of intergovern¬ 
mental cooperation on the basis of local decision and resourceful¬ 
ness. Here also has been actualized the conviction that "real property 
must be transferred from the field of speculation to the field of 
investment.” 

Endorsement by Government Agencies 

Agencies of the federal government have given unequivocal sup¬ 
port to the neighborhood plan. The Urbanism Committee of the 
National Resources Committee (66) reported in 1939: 

The building and maintaining of well-planned neighborhood units 
is an essential of rational urban development. The basis for such a 
unit and the space it should occupy are fixed by the best working of 
its four major functions: Schools, playgrounds, retail shops, and 
residential environment. The neighborhood unit should be bounded 
by major traffic routes or other physical barriers, without any main 
traffic passing through it. 
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“Urban dwelling” has become the way of life of most of our 
people, declares Charles S. Ascher (67), the National Resources 
Planning Board, and though the pattern of population of metro¬ 
politan areas is shifting, the central fact is that “our true urban 
population is steadily becoming a larger proportion of the national 
total.” The objections to cities are not directed against cities them¬ 
selves but against crowded transit and roads, noise, the too little 
play space, the absence of neighborly feelings. These are valid 
criticisms and city rebuilding must meet them, says Mr. Ascher. 
But it must be more than rebuilding by the square block — it must 
be by the square mile; that is, by neighborhoods. Only in this way, he 
believes, can we make the city a good place to live for the young and 
the old, as well as for men and women in their prime. 

The neighborhood-in-the-city must be of a size and character that 
will not dwarf its inhabitants into anonymity, but will provide a 
stage of sufficiently intimate scale so that the citizen can master it and 
play his role with satisfaction. 

Besides affecting the design of streets, separating local and through 
traffic, and rationalizing the locations of churches, schools, shops 
and play spaces, planning neighborhoods will create unusual com¬ 
munity buildings, Mr. Ascher believes: 

There must be provision for health and welfare centers which may 
become as familiar as post offices — with their well-baby clinics, 
their nutrition advisers, their employment security offices for job 
registration and consultation about benefits. There will be buildings 
to serve new types of vocational education, groups of buildings 
combining the functions of school, library, and recreation center for 
children and adults. 

Along with the freeing of the city from what he calls “the prison 
bars of the gridiron street pattern,” neighborhood rebuilding may 
gather up into social use the very large number of vacant lots in our 
cities — now for the most part idle and unsightly. 

One word of warning Mr. Ascher offers against social and eco¬ 
nomic stratification in neighborhood planning. He believes that the 
segregation of classes or cultures creates dullness and robs our demo¬ 
cratic society of the wealth and vigor that come with cultural di¬ 
versity and contact. 

A Federal Housing Administration bulletin. Successful Sub¬ 

divisions (68), asserts that haphazard development with speculative 
gain as the sole motive results in losses to the developer, the buyer. 
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and the community, while ’'planned neighborhoods are more profit¬ 
able to developers, offer better security to investors, are more de¬ 
sirable to home owners, and create enduring and stable communi¬ 

ties.” The director of the Land Planning Division of FHA, Seward 
H. Mott (69), states that "good neighborhoods do not 'just grow’; 

they must be planned.” And he adds that he speaks from experience 
as 45 per cent of all new home construction is flowing through the 
FHA. ''The character of the neighborhood has a tremendous effect 

on the soundness of the loan.” E. S. Draper (70), FHA Adminis¬ 
trator, pointed to one reason for concern on the part of his agency 

for the future of cities: more than three billion dollars’ worth of 

insured long term mortgages (1941), for the most part on urban 
properties. Believing that American cities need help, a guidebook 

(71) was prepared to provide data, organizational and legal aids, 
and to help create the necessary determination to tackle the present 

problems and prevent their recurrence. "Intelligent lasting recon¬ 
struction,” he said, cannot be guaranteed by the federal government 

without local awareness of the facts and a local readiness to spend 
wealth and assume responsibility. 

Business Endorsement 

Professional real estate operators and national leaders of the 
Chamber of Commerce have acknowledged the relevance and need 
for the planned residential neighborhood, and have encouraged 
local application of the neighborhood unit plan. 

72. Post War Planning and Housing: Report of the Post War Plan¬ 
ning and Housing Committee of the New York State Associa¬ 
tion of Real Estate Boards, Inc. 38 pp. The Association, 
210 State St., Albany 6, N.Y. 1944. 

73. Balanced Rebuilding of Cities: A Statement Issued by the 
Construction and Civic Development Department Commit¬ 
tee. Chamber of Commerce of the United States. 12 pp. The 
Chamber, Washington. 1937. 

74. City Development and Construction: Suggestions for Activities 
of Chambers of Commerce. Construction and Civic Develop¬ 
ment Department, Chamber of Commerce of the United 
States. II pp. The Chamber, Washington. 1941. 

75. Revival of Residential Construction: Committee Report. Ap¬ 
proved by the Annual Meeting in April, 1936. Chamber of 
Commerce of the United States. 25 pp. The Chamber, Wash¬ 
ington. 1936. 
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Real estate boards in New York State (72) anticipate the ’'great 
building boom of the late 1940’s” is likely to take place in the 
suburbs — a prospect which suggests to their committee both op¬ 
portunity and danger. Whether or not the new developments be¬ 
come a "hodgepodge of scattered communities” without considered 
relation to other areas, and lacking "adequate play space, schools 
and shopping centers” will depend on planners and builders alike. 
The absence of restrictions and controls in many suburban areas 
creates the danger a builder may fall into — "he can make or mar 
the countryside when he converts farm and periphery lands into 
urban communities.” The opportunity is outlined (with more than 
a suggestion of the neighborhood unit) in the following sentence: 

The builders who construct a complete community with through 
traffic routed around instead of through it, with recreation areas, 
schools and a community house in the center, will create stable and 
permanent investment real estate values at a cost no greater than 
random and haphazard building. 

The significance to the nation of the stability of our cities is re¬ 
vealed by a Chamber of Commerce Committee statement (73) that 
as of 1935 about one-third of our population and some 70 billion 
dollars in real property are found in the 94 largest American cities. 
The spread of blighted or "deficit” districts,^ threatening as it does, 
a city’s physical plant, endangers all urban property and directly 
affects millions of people, the report declares. A major portion of 
the area affected is composed of "residential structures and allied 
uses” — (80 to 90 per cent, it is estimated, and the source of 70 to 
75 per cent of all property taxes). After a description of the con¬ 
temporary "escape from the city as rapidly as funds and opportunity 
permit,” the report recommends: 

(a) Adequate protection for the suburban areas that are still new 
and in good condition, (b) rehabilitation of the blighted districts, 
and (c) reconstruction of the areas which are beyond repair. 

The present form of the city, it is maintained, is sound; the "de¬ 
ficiencies,” the "lack of balance” are the consequences of "the un¬ 
controlled or careless method of building.” These can be corrected. 

1 See for example the study of Boyle Heights and West Adams, two Los Angeles 
neighborhoods: Boyle Heights, "by no means the worst” blighted area, cost the 
city 33 per cent more in municipal expenses than West Adams where "income and 
living habits are not exaggeratedly Afferent,” but the blighted area contributed 
only 38 per cent of the amount of taxes received from West Adams. — Journal of 
Housing, vol. 3, p. 8, January 1946. 

I 
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A comprehensive program under 16 headings is offered of which the 
last three are set down here: 

14. Division of the residential areas of the city into well defined 
neighborhood units. 

Adoption of a neighborhood protective and improvement meas¬ 
ure to permit the organization of each neighborhood unit for 
purposes of preservation of high standards in newly developed 
areas, and for purposes of rehabilitation in blighted areas. 
16. The building — or rebuilding — of neighborhood units as 
completely planned communities, maintained and operated in a 
single ownership, either through limited dividend companies or 
through other soundly organized corporations. 

These recommendations are repeated verbatim in a Chamber of 
Commerce publication of 1941 (74) dealing with suggested activi¬ 
ties for its branches throughout the country. The Chamber’s earlier 
commitment to the neighborhood unit plan is recorded in a special 
housing committee report in 1936 (75). It calls for division of the 
city into neighborhoods, for protection and rehabilitation of resi¬ 
dential areas, of a minimum of one-quarter square mile. That the 
recommendation is a considered one is seen by the following quota¬ 
tion: 

If no previous thought has been given to this proposal it may appear 
impractical. There is reason to believe, however, that the contrary is 
true, that this neighborhood proposal is the logical answer to the 
problem of overcoming neglect in older areas and preventing it in 
newer ones. It grows naturally out of the experience of communities 
with city planning over many years. It recognizes the obvious fact, 
too often overlooked, that the individual home owner or property 
owner is powerless either to rehabilitate a neglected neighborhood 
or protect a new one. He needs similar interest and actions on the 
part of his neighbors. 

Obstacles to Action 

That it is one thing to approve, and another thing to actualize a 
program of action, is made clear by the following three references. 

76. Urban Redevelopment. Editorial comment on current refer¬ 
ences. In Yale Law Journal, vol. 54, pp. 116-140, December 
1944. 

77. The Realities of Urban Redevelopment: A Statement of Essen¬ 
tial Principles to Insure Coordinated and Integrated Plans 
for Rebuilding Blighted Areas. Elizabeth Wood. 8 pp. Bui- 
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letin no. 33. American Public Works Association, 1313 
E. 6oth St., Chicago 37. 1946. 

78. Practical Urban Redevelopment. Thomas S. Holden. In Archi¬ 
tectural Record, vol. 94, pp. 42-46 +, November 1943. 

A frank appraisal of difficulties in the way of practical urban re¬ 
habilitation is contained in the Yale Law fournal’s comments (76) 

on several hundred recent publications. The editors point out that, 
as proposed at the time of writing (December 1944), urban re¬ 
development does not touch the lower income groups and, indeed, 

may leave them worse off, unless the program is integrated with 
public housing. The article discusses what is regarded as an unfortu¬ 
nate competition for public money by those interested in low-cost 
housing and those interested in rebuilding cities for other reasons. 
These interests, it is held, are not mutually exclusive; on the contrary, 

the activities of the two "are integral and interdependent parts of 
the same basic program” and friction between the two must not be 
permitted to weaken the cause of both. The editors assert that with¬ 
out "effective government aid” only suburban areas will be de¬ 
veloped, or, if the central areas of cities are not neglected, they will 
be too intensively exploited and so lose the social values of rede¬ 
velopment. Little actual rebuilding of American cities can be re¬ 
ported, the article concludes, urging "all possible approaches to the 
goal of healthier and more efficient cities.” Meanwhile, providing 
land assembly and public control can be effectuated, urban rede¬ 
velopment seems a "hopeful tendency.” 

Elizabeth Wood’s summary (77) of the difficulties of large-scale 
city rebuilding is a distillation of her many years of work in the 
public housing profession — where, she says, is "practically all the 
experience that exists” in the business of slum clearance. First of 
the realities she emphasizes is the fact of physical decay with its 
corollary — that building on slum land is a costly process. Often 
the foundations are rubble, land hard to grow things on, difficult 
to build on. The existing underground utilities are often inadequate, 
almost always old, and force the original, defective land pattern on 

the new development. And there is generally heavy through traffic: 
street cars, buses, elevateds, heavy truck routes. Finally slum lands 
are expensive to buy. Miss Wood outlines a five-point program 
based on these facts: 

I. Relocate all transit and traffic to make superblocks (of about 
80 acres) across which no through traffic will travel. "On 
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the basis of experience, we know that if blighted areas are 
not rebuilt in these projected superblocks all expenditures 
will be wasted; the project will decay. Little plans will re¬ 
quire a redoing of the total job within three generations.” 

2. Wipe out the "nuisance impact of industrial slums” — 
smoke and physical decay. 

3. Face the problem of poor people, "and that means public 
housing.” Whatever the reasons for poverty, the fact, says 
Miss Wood, must be recognized and its consequences upon 
everyone weighed. "Poor people can be housed in physically 
bad houses which have a malevolent effect on the com¬ 
munity, or in good houses which have a benevolent effect.” 

4. Organize an educational campaign for slum dwellers to 
teach, among other things: sanitation; a neighborhood feel¬ 
ing for grass, flowers, and trees; a community responsibility 
for the behavior of children. 

5. Find a place for slum dwellers when tearing down the 
slums. Miss Wood suggests planned permanent rehousing 
on vacant land in the city or on the edge of town if necessary. 

"Planning,” she concludes, "is for people — must be for peo¬ 

ple—- or it won’t work. ...” 

An example of the too intensive exploitation warned against in 
the Yale Law Journal is referred to by Thomas S. Holden (78), 

president of the F. W. Dodge Corporation, in a review and criti¬ 
cism of urban redevelopment laws. The example is the Metropolitan 

Life Insurance Company’s Stuyvesant Town in lower Manhattan 
Island. Planned, says Mr. Holden, to raise the present population 
of 11,000 (on the 67-acre—18-block area) to about 25,000 (a 

density of 373 persons per acre), it yet provides no school, so that 

children in the project will have to cross busy widened boundary 

streets to get back and forth to neighboring schools. Mr. Holden says 

it has been called a medieval walled town, for which "the city stands 
to remit taxes on the improvements for a period of twenty-five years. 
. . . Some people have said that Stuyvesant Town may become a 
shining example of what not to do in urban redevelopment. . . . 

Criticisms have been directed principally toward the terms of the 
city’s contract with the company, less toward the Metropolitan Life 
Insurance Company or its motives in undertaking the project.” 

The article analyzes New York State redevelopment laws along 

with brief reviews of similar laws of Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois, 
Kentucky, Missouri, Massachusetts, and Maryland. 
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Scope and Complexity of the Problems 

We are primarily concerned with pointing out the large area of 
agreement among the city planning and allied professions con¬ 
cerning the significance of neighborhood unit planning and do not 
attempt to review systematically the obstacles which face any ef¬ 
fort to make such planning a reality. Obviously these obstacles are 

immense and complex. 

79. City Planning from the Viewpoint of the Architect. Henry S. 
Churchill. In ]our72al of the American Institute of Architects, 
vol. 6, pp. 159-168, October 1946. 

80. The Citizens’ Part in Town Planning. John Bland. In Municipal 
Review of Canada, vol. 42, pp. 5-6, September 1946. 

81. Citizen Participation in City Planning. Tracy B. Augur. In 
Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social 
Science, vol. 242, pp. 101-103, November 1945. 

Perry (21) and Churchill (48) point out one of the chief obsta¬ 
cles to effective planning when they describe the prevailing small 
scale of the building enterprises in the United States.^ Another huge 
problem is the difficulty of land assembly in settled areas. The urban 
redevelopment laws which have been passed in recent years (see ref. 
nos. 76, 78, 186, 187, 188, and 189) still await the test of the courts 
or the issue of events within the intricate pattern of forces, both 
economic and social, that operate in American cities. Above all is 
the question of citizen interest and participation, without which 
neither the physical nor the cultural rehabilitation of the urban com¬ 
munity is possible. Here the planning profession has a job of inter¬ 
preting to get done, according to Churchill (79), for, he asserts, 
''City planning, so far, has failed to become real in this country be¬ 
cause the meaning of the planners’ abstractions has not been made 
intelligible to the public.” When that task is performed it will be the 
responsibility of citizens to make their demands heard. John Bland 

(80), director of the School of Architecture of McGill University, 
says bluntly, "Civic improvements can only be brought about as a 
result of public demand. Improvements cost money and the public 
must be willing to pay.” And Tracy B. Augur (81) states the case 
for aggressive citizen action in the following words: 

1 In 1940, according to Churchill, there were about 25,000 firms in the United 
States engaged in building residential properties and their average production was 
around 10 houses each year, only a few constructing more than 100 houses. Even 
the big Kaiser Community Homes Corporation (203) contemplates a top figure of 
10,000 new dwellings per year after perfecting mass production arrangements. 
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"The test of democratic planning,” to quote David Lilienthal, "is 
whether the people will fight for it — not simply whether they will 
accept it, or approve it or join in it — but whether they will fight 
for it.” It is too early to say how soon that test can be applied success¬ 
fully to the reinvigorated planning efforts of our cities, but the num¬ 
ber of places where it can be so applied is rapidly increasing. City 
planning is no longer a dilettante phrase. It spells things that people 
want, and means of getting them — things close to their homes and 
their daily lives. And though the phrase is still vaguely understood 
and often abused, it expresses a significant popular idea, namely, 
that the processes of government which have been used to produce 
paved streets or to run public playgrounds or to furnish clean water 
can be used to produce urban communities that are pleasant and 
convenient in all their parts. 



AMERICAN PLANS AND PROJECTS 

American plans and projects embracing the neighborhood 
. unit formula are referred to in the following section, and may 

be divided into two parts: those dealing with already built-up areas, 
and those dealing with new districts. 

Eliel Saarinen’s Tbe City: Its Growth, Its Decay, Its Future (82) 

is a good introduction to the first part. Saarinen’s prescription is 
based on his diagnosis of the disease: cancerous growths requiring 
major surgery. He conceives of the operations extending over half 
a century in perhaps ten periods of five years during which new and 

'‘protected” values are to be added as the old diseased tissue is re¬ 
moved. The city will continually cover more area, but the decentrali¬ 

zation will be planned, orderly, worked out with no dislocation. 
Writing during the war, he specifically renounces the psychological 

leverage of the times. The subject is most vital, war or no war; 
indeed, he declares, "this must be a war in itself, and a serious one, 
too.” 

^2. The City: Its Growth, Its Decay, Its Future. Eliel Saarinen. 380 
pp. Reinhold Publishing Corp., New York. 1943. 

83. Building New Neighborhoods: Subdivision Design and Stand¬ 
ards. Chicago Plan Commission. 44 pp. The Commission, 20 
N. Wacker Drive, Chicago. 1943. 

84. Preliminary Comprehensive City Plan of Chicago. Wall map 
38 by 50 inches. A generalized presentation of the physical 
elements of the city plan designed for a population of 3,800,- 
000, by 1965. Chicago Plan Commission, Chicago. 1946. 

85. Public Services in the Urban Community. In Planner (Detroit 
City Plan Commission), pp. 1-4, September 1945. 

86. Schools in the Neighborhood and Community. In Planner, pp. 
1-2, December 1945. 

87. Cities of the Future. In Community Service News (Yellow 
Springs, Ohio), vol. 4, p. 14, November-December 1946. 

88. Development of Residential Areas in Hartford, Connecticut: 

56 
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A Report to the Common Council of Hartford from the 
Commission on the City Plan. Frederick J. Adams and Flavel 
Shurtleff. 39 pp. plus appendix and 15 maps. The Com¬ 
mission, Hartford. 1945. 

89. A Hospital Plans. Seven square miles of Chicago slums are 
scheduled for redevelopment under a unique planning pro¬ 
gram sponsored by Michael Reese Hospital. In Architectural 
Forum, vol. 85, pp. 87-104, September 1946. 

Chicago’s Plans 

Saarinen believes Chicago has the largest "substandard” area of 
all American cities, "conservatively estimated” at between 40 and 
50 square miles. A Chicago Plan Commission publication (83) 
gives the figure as 23 square miles, but the Commission is not com¬ 
placent. We read that despite a net increase in the city’s population 
of more than 20,000 between 1930 and 1940, there was a net exodus 
of over 140,000 white persons from the city during that time. The 
Commission sees this trend increasing after the war unless the means 
are found to give people within the city what they are seeking beyond 
its borders. This same publication. Building New Neighborhoods, 
suggests the way to redevelop the blighted areas and also to develop 
the 18 square miles of vacant land within the corporate limits of 
Chicago. The objective is simply stated: to create "within the City 
of Chicago residential neighborhoods of high standards in which 
people of various income levels would be happy and proud to live.” 
In the section entitled "Elements of Design for Better Neighbor¬ 
hoods” there is a description of "a planned neighborhood unit” 
wliich is called 

the basic concept for new Chicago residential development, com¬ 
posed of various types of dwellings housing a sufficient number of 
families to support an integrated elementary school (600-800 
pupils), park, and playground — all designed and equipped to serve 
together as the center of neighborhood activities. 

The largest unimproved tract of land in the city, adjoining the huge 
Chicago Dodge factory, is illustrated as it would be if developed 
into five neighborhood units with a central community center in¬ 
cluding a high school, theater, public buildings, and commercial 
area. 

This neighborhood and community planning covering the entire 
city is excitingly displayed in what is called the Preliminary Com¬ 
prehensive City Plan of Chicago (84) published in 1946. The 21.4 
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per cent of vacant land in 1940 will have a planned use by 1965, 

some of it going to increase the commercial area slightly, the in¬ 

dustrial area by about 5 per cent, the residence area by 10 per cent, 

and the buffers, parks, and public schools area from the present 4.8 

per cent to 12.2 per cent. Though it is planned in this way to make 

adequate room for an additional 300,000 residents, the neighbor¬ 

hood plan will make it possible to reduce the streets, thoroughfares, 

and alleys from 24.6 per cent to 22.9 per cent. This map indicates the 

proposed principal uses of all land within the city limits, with the 

needed improvements. Most objectives are considered attainable in 

twenty years. The essential elements of Chicago’s plan, according 

to the text, are 

based on the concept of the city being comprised of related and self- 
contained neighborhoods (514 in number) and communities (59). 
Each, within its sphere, is an independently functioning unit. The 
typical neighborhood is a quarter square mile in area — somewhat 
larger in less populous sections — and centers around an elementary 
school and playground — population 4,000 to 12,000. A system of 
local streets within each will afford convenient and safe access to in¬ 
dividual homes. The community is an aggregation of neighborhoods 
and has a population range of 45,000 to 90,000. Each is set apart 
from the others by industrial belts, railroads, waterways, express¬ 
ways, or similar physical barriers and is proposed as the*service area 
for a high school. When fully developed, a community constitutes a 
well-balanced small city. 

One hundred and thirty-five miles of expressways are shown, 

planned for high traffic capacities and 60 m.p.h. speeds, with access 

to them limited and controlled, and with no grade crossings; they 

are integrated with regional and federal highway systems. The 360 

miles of thoroughfares feed the expressways and join the communi¬ 

ties without penetrating them. Three hundred miles of secondary 

thoroughfares service the neighborhoods. "The hazards and an¬ 

noyance of heavy traffic” are thus reduced to a minimum. Of the 

school centers the text has this to say: 

Ideally there should be an elementary school near the center of each 
neighborhood and a high school near the center of each community. 
As existing school plants that are not centrally located become obso¬ 
lete, or for other‘reasons unsatisfactory, new locations in accordance 
with the objectives of this plan should be selected. 

The communities, according to the Commission, may well contain at 

central points government branch offices for such services as the 
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issuance of licenses and the collection of taxes, and so forth, and 

may locate in the same center police, fire, and health stations. Ward 

offices would logically be placed here as well as large branch 

libraries. 

Detroit’s Public Service Centers 

The usefulness of the neighborhood unit in locating public 

service centers in the urban community is illustrated by the plans of 

the Detroit City Plan Commission (85): 

In the large scale construction of schools, libraries, community 
centers and public office buildings which Detroit is now undertak¬ 
ing, it has a unique opportunity to pioneer in the development of 
public service centers in convenient locations throughout the city. 
Bringing public services together in single strucmres or building 
groups offers economies in construction and maintenance. These 
public centers will also provide nuclei for social organization within 
their communities. 

The article then describes the 16 public centers in Detroit’s 16 com¬ 

munities "designated in the general land use plan.’’ Each community 

is the home of between 75,000 and 100,000 people. Besides the 

services such as health, welfare, employment, licensing, school at¬ 

tendance, police, fire protection, and postal substations, these "minor 

civic centers’’ may arrange for joint use of existing buildings and 

lands of the Board of Education’s 78-million-dollar school plants; 

the Department of Parks and Recreation’s playgrounds and parks 

valued at 79 millions, and its ii million dollars’ worth of com¬ 

munity centers, pools, and other facilities; and the Library Com¬ 

mission’s 7 millions in land and buildings. School playfields, pools, 

and gymnasiums are even today being used by the Department of 

Parks’ community recreation program, but a more satisfactory result 

could be had if the buildings and grounds were originally planned 

for such day and night community use. 

The same periodical, in an article discussing school-neighborhood 

relations (86), assumes that the basic unit is the neighborhood with 

its centrally located elementary school. It is stated that plans now 

under consideration by the Board of Education and the City Plan 

Commission call for the grouping of seven to ten neighborhoods to 

form a community, which is also a high-school district. In addition, 

the Detroit plans call for a third grouping of neighborhood units — 

this one to comprise four neighborhoods as the service area of the 

intermediate school. This area is said to have about the same radius 
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as the branch library and the supermarket shopping center. These 
two articles state that "a plan for the location of future schools” and 
”a Master Plan . . . which designates the location of nineteen new 
regional and branch libraries” — all in conformity with the defined 
neighborhoods and communities — have been approved by the City 
Plan Commission and the Board of Education and Library Com¬ 

mission. 
It is interesting to note that the Detroit neighborhood unit is "in 

general” a mile square — four times the size of the Chicago unit. 
In Detroit a typical area of this size is said to contain about 10,000 
persons, 1,000 of whom would be of elementary school age, 500 
of intermediate school age, and 525 of high-school age. Public 
school attendance from "a typical neighborhood unit” based on 
Detroit experience would then be 750 public elementary pupils, 
350 intermediate pupils, and 315 high-school pupils. 

Both articles stress the fact that more than convenience and effi¬ 
ciency are involved in this organized decentralization of the city’s 
social and political life. This orienting of community life about a 
physical point can help the effort toward social organization. While 
it is admitted that the various institutions now act as aids in this 
direction, much more could be done if they came "to recognize com¬ 
mon centers and common areas of activity.” 

Some communities such as Bedford have retained their identity 
around their old village center. Others have merged into the larger 
city and lost their individuality. If interest and loyalty to the com¬ 
munity are to be stimulated, a physical reference for that loyalty 
must be supplied in school, playfield and public center. 

A very different arrangement of Detroit’s population is the re¬ 
ported Architects’ Civic Design Group’s scale model of a part of the 
"Detroit of the Future” in Community Service News (87). This 
group of Detroit architects, in consultation with Eliel Saarinen, 
propose "basic units” of about 200 homes with stores and elemen¬ 
tary school as centers. The article, summing up the proposal, says: 

Four or five such clusters would relate themselves to a larger center 
combining a high and intermediate school, community center, 
churches and business section. Highways will divide but not pass 
through the small .communities. Saarinen speaks of these basic units 
of his plan as "pleasant clusters of small, self-contained communi¬ 
ties.” The remedy for "urbia” with its present-day blight, traffic 
snarls and chaotic planlessness, this great architect holds, is not sub¬ 
urbia but "intelligent planning for decentralization." 
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Hartford’s Neighborhood Parks 

The Hartford report (88) on redevelopment of residential areas 
is the work of Frederick J. Adams and Flavel Shurtleff, and is a 
clear call for action, courageous and direct, with the municipality 
taking the initiative. The stabilization or contraction of cities, when 
added to the fact of the dynamic character of urban blight, ''rep¬ 
resents a challenge to the cities which they must meet boldly if they 
are to retain their position of importance in the national and regional 
economy.” Major problems of urban areas producing socially and 
economically unsound conditions are said to be old and crowded 
structures — often a menace to health and safety; non-residential 
uses in residential areas including the bisecting of neighborhoods 
by major through-traffic streets; and (most serious, the report con¬ 
siders) the insufficient distribution and inadequate size within 
neighborhoods of space for active and passive recreation. The report 
recognizes that overcrowding, malnutrition, and delinquency are 
largely the result "of the low incomes prevailing in blighted areas,” 
but asserts that much can be done to raise the standard of living by 

creating better housing and better neighborhood environment. This 
is the first objective of redevelopment in city residential areas. The 
second objective, which frequently follows from the first, is the 
stabilization of property values, and encouragement of investment in 
property improvement. 

While Hartford ranks among the first quarter of the cities of its 
population size in the proportion of its park acreage (average of 6o 
persons per acre against a 207 average for 48 cities), the distribution 
is poor. The south section of the city has three times as much park 
area as the west and central sections, and about a third of the popu¬ 
lation lives more than one-half mile from a park or playground. 
Twelve neighborhood recreational facilities, including parks and 
playgrounds, are recommended and while the acreage involved is 
only 8 per cent of the present total, it is so located that completion of 
the program would place 97 per cent of the city’s population within 
a walking distance of one-half mile of a park or playground. 

The Michael Reese Hospital Plans 

With a planning staff which includes a sociologist and with 
Walter Gropius and Walter H. Blucher as consultants, Chicago’s 
Michael Reese Hospital (89), described as an island in a sea of 
slums, has decided to save its ten-million dollar plant by salvaging a 
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very large area of the city around it. The planning is a south side 
cooperative venture with labor, industry, religious and educational 
institutions, and the Chicago Housing Authority all working to¬ 
gether. The residential districts are planned with only the express¬ 
ways remaining on the present grid pattern. 

Within these limits, the project will follow an informal layout of 
tall apartment houses and three-story walk-ups with low land cover¬ 
age and plenty of open space for lawns and playgrounds. The size 
of each district will be dependent on the service range of community 
facilities. 

A fundamental part of the plan is the separation of pedestrian and 
wheeled traffic — the streets have no sidewalks along them, pedes¬ 
trian walks being located through the gardens and parks. Since over 
70 per cent of the staff expressed a desire to live near their work, 
the hospital will itself construct one of the housing projects. Rents 
will vary from $45 to $80, the article said, and the hospital, which 
has both Negroes and whites on its staff, plans mixed occupancy in 
the residential area also. 

Preplanned Communities in the United States 

As for the new areas it is encouraging to note the Urbanism Com¬ 
mittee’s report (see pp. 3-161 of ref. no. 66) that no fewer than 
144 communities (as of 1939) have "actually been constructed 
from the start according to a more or less comprehensive physical 
plan.” The largest number are referred to as "satellite” or "sub¬ 
urban” and a little over half were founded by industry (but these 
do not include the company town or mill village as "generally pic¬ 
tured”). About one-quarter of the planned towns are privately 
developed for urban residence, about 10 per cent are rural or agri¬ 
cultural, some 8 per cent are war housing communities, and about 
3 per cent miscellaneous. Twenty-nine of these communities are 

treated in detail, but of all, in general, the report asserts that plan¬ 
ning has prevented or postponed many of the problems found in 
unplanned cities: 

These planned communities, largely as a result of forethought ex¬ 
pressed through their planning, are comparatively free from over¬ 
crowding of buildings and population. Their inhabitants enjoy 
greater efficiency, greater safety, and a more healthful and, in a very 
great measure, a more attractive environment. Many of these com¬ 
munities exhibit an unusually high degree of social cohesion and 
community spirit. When adequate safeguards were incorporated in 
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plan, these communities retain their identity for a long period 
or indefinitely. Deterioration through obsolescence is greatly re¬ 
duced. 

Articles referred to below describe specific instances of such plan¬ 
ning for communities varying in size from a New Hampshire village 
to a satellite town of 25,000. 

91. 

92. 

93- 

94. 

96. 

97- 

98. 

g). 

100 

lOI 

102 

Greenbelt Towns: A De7nonstration in Suburban Planning. 
United States Resettlement Administration. 33 pp. The 
Administration, Washington. 1936. 

Greenbelt. O. Kline Fulmer. 46 pp. American Council on Public 
Affairs, 2155 Florida Ave., Washington. 1941. 

American Small Towns: Kingsport, Tennessee. John Nolen. 
In Town Planning Review, vol. 16, pp. 16-24, ^934- 

Bohannon Building Team: Neighborhood Planning Is the Key 
to Construction Simplification and the Low-Cost House. In 
Architectural Forum, vol. 82, pp. 133-136+, June 1945. 

Peace Can Gain from War’s Forced Changes. Richard J. Neutra. 
In New Pencil Points, vol. 23, pp. 28-41, November 1942. 

Baldwin Hills Village (Los Angeles). Introduction by Lewis 
Mumford. Description and Appraisal by Catherine Bauer. In 
New Pencil Points, vol, 25, pp. 44-60, September 1944. 

Town of Willow Run: Civic Center and Proposed Neighbor¬ 
hood Units. In Architectural Forum, vol. 78, pp. 37-54, 
March 1943. 

Planning Principles Applied in Wartime: An Account of the 
Planning of a Town for Willow Run Workers. Tracy B. 
Augur. In Architectural Record, vol. 93, pp. 72-77, January 
1943. 

Backhousing for Bomber Plants. Alan Mather. In New Pencil 
Points, vol. 23, pp. 69-74, December 1942. 

Hill, New Hampshire, Recreated: A Precedent for Planners. 
Anatole Solow. In Architectural Record, vol. 90, pp. 44-55, 
November 1941. 

. The Social Significance of Urban Planning. Jerrold Loebl. In 
Journal of the American Institute of Architects, vol. 6, pp. 
104-109, September 1946. 

. New Town Planned Near Chicago. In The American City, vol. 
61, p. 98, December 1946. 

. New Satellite Town of 25,000 Planned Thirty Miles South 
of Chicago Loop. Philip M. Klutznick. In The American 
City, vol. 62, pp. 82-83, January 1947. 

Among the best known of the preplanned American communities 
are the three greenbelt towns of the Resettlement Administration 
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(90), suburbs of Cincinnati (Greenhills), Milwaukee (Green- 

dale), and Washington (Greenbelt, Maryland). An able and in¬ 

teresting description of the last-named town is the booklet by 

O. Kline Fulmer (91). 

"One of the most satisfactory examples” of American industrial 

town development, according to John Nolen (92), is Kingsport, 

Tennessee, built to give business to the new Carolina, Clinchfield, 

and Ohio Railway in 1914. From a population of nothing in that 

year it grew to a small city of 20,000 by 1934. Churchill (48) refers 

to Longview, Washington, as a similar enterprise. 

War Housing and Neighborhood Planning 

Of wartown neighborhood planning Churchill selects for praise 

Yorkship Village, Camden, New Jersey, and Seaside Village, 

Bridgeport, Connecticut. Another good example is said to be Linda 

Vista, San Diego, California, the work of S. E. Sanders (52). This 

community of 3,000 families, "planned and constructed as an en¬ 

tity,” has two neighborhoods, each with its elementary school and 

both served by a central high school. There are numerous small 

parks. 

The neighborhood planning of David Bohannon and associates 

(93) is illustrated by San Lorenzo Village, San Francisco, and is said 

to be one of the best examples of war housing. A feature of this 

1,500-unit enterprise is additional central space reserved for more 

social facilities than those first planned and built, the latter being 

the shops, two churches, and nursery and elementary schools with 

equipped playgrounds. This emphasis upon the community char¬ 

acter of good development activity Bohannon puts into words as 

well as deeds: 

The successful developer is not a mere subdivider of land or builder 
of houses. He is a creator of complete communities. Once a new 
tract of land is subdivided, streets improved and houses built, the 
daily lives of all the families living within its boundaries are cast 
into a permanent mold. There is no substitute for planning — good 
communities don’t just happen! 

Other notable and little publicized examples of preplanned war 

towns are Day Village and Cherry Hill, Baltimore; Maplewood, 

near Lake Charles, Louisiana; Navy Point, Pensacola, Florida; and 

Midwest City, outside Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. In mentioning 

these towns to the writer, Byron Hanke, chief of Land Planning 
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Division, Federal Housing Administration, suggested that Ameri¬ 
can town planning is not as well publicized as that of Europe. 

The social philosophy of Richard J. Neutra (94) is evident in 
both his words and his work. He pleads for what he calls symbiosis 
in residential development — a relationship implying interdepend¬ 
ence and not subdivision. He would make the landscape and its 
fixtures elements in the socializing process: "If we believe at all in 
the consequential,” he says, '"in the training value of well-conceived 
environment, we have here the nuclei around which new fertile 
social habits can crystallize.” In the war housing project. Avion 
Village in Texas, the circular road around the residential section 
with its community center and recreation area exemplify Neutra s 
principles. An even clearer demonstration is seen in Amity Village, 
Compton, California, a mutual ownership housing project, where 
Neutra laid out a large common green area with radiating "finger- 
parks” which all the houses face and which no wheeled traffic 
crosses. Houses have park addresses rather than street numbers. That 
the work of this architect and planner has influence beyond the 
borders of the United States is seen by the fact that the entire issue 
for May—June 1946 of L!Architecture d’Aujourd’hui (Paris) is 
given over to Neutra’s work including a discussion of these towns. 

Baldwin Hills and Willow Run 

Baldwin Hills Village within the city limits of Los Angeles is a 
rental development of group housing so ably planned that Churchill 
(47) calls it "ideal,” and Mumford (95), asserting that it is closer 
to being "of one piece” than Sunnyside, Radburn, or Greenbelt, 

writes : 

I know no other recent community that lends itself so fully to 
strict scrutiny, simply because every aspect of its physical develop¬ 
ment has been thought through. 

In the same article Catherine Bauer deals in detail with the achieve¬ 
ment of Baldwin Hills Village as an answer to American housing 
needs. Consulting architect of the project is Clarence S. Stein. 

Though the proposed town of Willow Run remained a plan on 
paper, it is called by the Architectural Forum (96) "the most work¬ 
able and most human guide to the integrated community produced 
to date.” This planning experience is recommended because of the 
quality of the detailed work of specialists (three architectural firms 
were involved) focusing their best thinking upon a specific un- 
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developed site in the Detroit industrial region. The Forum article 

is outspoken in its opinion that the single house or any number 

of them cannot match for safety of investment the "planned — 

or replanned — community which offers the maximum guarantee 

against premature obsolescence.” 

The author of another article on Willow Run is Tracy B. Augur 

(97), planner of Norris, Tennessee. Patient study by the planners 

resulted, says Mr. Augur, in the adoption of 

a cellular type of organization, that is, the town was divided into 
neighborhood units along the lines developed by Clarence Perry in 
his studies for the Russell Sage Foundation, each unit containing 
the number of families needed to support a well organized elemen¬ 
tary school and neighborhood center. 

The neighborhood units are arranged around the town center with a 

business district, high school, and other community facilities. The 

original theoretic diagram had, of course, to be adapted to actual 

topographic conditions — chiefly, says Mr. Augur, natural contours 

and avoidance of development of wooded areas. In the same spirit, 

social theory was adapted to social facts. The school system, for 

instance, took into consideration experience of the Michigan Depart¬ 

ment of Public Instruction that 20 per cent of the school load falls 

to parochial schools, and that Michigan industrial centers einpha- 

sized high-school training as preparation for business and industry. 

The basic school system thus worked out for Willow Run consisted 
of a local or neighborhood school for each 1,200 families, one 
central community school closely integrated with the business and 
administrative center, and two parochial schools. 

The neighborhood schools, planned for adult use in non-school 

hours, would take children through the tenth grade. The central 

school, really a junior college, covers grades ii to 14. 

A third description of the Willow Run plans may be found in an 

article in Neto Pencil Points (98). It illustrates the neighborhood 

units planned by Mayer and Whittlesey. 

\ 

i 

Hill, New Hampshire 

Democratic community planning in the interests of both economy 

and a heightening of local pride is strikingly illustrated in Hill, New 

Hampshire, according to Anatole Solow of the staff of the New 

Hampshire State Planning and Development Commission (99). 
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During the building of a reservoir for federal flood control on the 
Pemigewasset River 20 miles north of Concord the 360 residents 
of Hill had to decide whether their town, due to be engulfed, would 
really die, whether they would re-establish the old pattern on the 
new highway, or whether to plan in a fresh, new way. The "hap¬ 
hazardly picturesque obsolescence" and "gentle desuetude" of the 
old ribbon-developed town with no center, "civic or otherwise," 
was rejected as a pattern for the Hill to be rebuilt. Town-meeting 
deliberations determined on a planned community which reduced 

total streets from two and one-half to one and one-quarter miles, 
located the town on one instead of two sides of the highway, and set 

' a town-owned strip of green even on that one side to prevent the 
old ribbon-development and to screen off the through traffic. A 
shopping center, while accessible both to main road trafiic and to the 
town, does not bring through traffic into the residential area. The 
town center is grouped about an existing pond. The new town hall 
has an auditorium with stage, a library, and dining facilities. A grade 

school has been built in the center and a space is reserved for a 
church. "In the new village," says Mr. Solow, "a family’s living 
space can extend beyond the home to embrace the whole neighbor¬ 
hood,” and he reports the residents’ pride in the community follows 
naturally upon satisfaction with its appearance. One-half of the total 
area of the village is publicly owned, and its future development 
has been charted to maintain its character, control its density, and 

preserve its green and open surroundings. 

A Chicago Satellite City 

Cooperation and a responsible spirit, and not their opposites, are 
required if we are to preserve individual freedom — this is the 
theme of Jerrold Loebl’s (100) address before the 78th Conven¬ 
tion of the American Institute of Architects on "The Social Signifi¬ 
cance of Urban Planning." The nineteenth century ignored this 
truth, he said, and the consequences may be seen in our cities today 
— something people want and need to escape from. One-third 
have already escaped. This decentralization cannot and should not 
be stopped, he thinks, but, because it is unplanned he sees it pro¬ 
ducing evils as great as exist in the central cities — with "factories 
eveiywhere, roads everywhere." His plea is for an orderly and 
planned movement which will open up the central city and create a 
new countryside where all the functions of living and their relations * 
to the metropolis shall be wisely and beautifully arranged. That Mr. 
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Courtesy of American Community Builders, Inc. 

SITE PLAN OF A CHICAGO SATELLITE CITY 

Loebl practices his text is demonstrated by his association with the 
new satellite town now building near Chicago (loi). 

Philip M. Klutznick (102), president of the American Com¬ 
munity Builders, tells about this very interesting project, planned 
for 25,000 population within tw^o and a half years. All of the land 
has been acquired (some 2,500 acres) and 3,010 dwelling units 
are to be started in 1947. Variety in architectural design will follow 
from the aim to achieve a balanced community and not merely for 

• the sake of variety: 

The difference in size of units, the concept of balanced communities 
in which all types of dwellings will be found, and the adaptation of 
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our plan to varying site conditions will avoid the regular, unimagina¬ 
tive appearance frequently ascribed to large-scale developments in 
middle-income housing. 

The residential area is divided into five neighborhoods, each with an 
elementary school. A high school located near the town center will 
serve all five neighborhoods. Six hundred acres have been reserved 
for parks distributed throughout the city. They will be supplemented 
by a forest preserve area which bounds the site on the east. For the 
sake of safety and economy streets are planned for the specific func¬ 
tions they are to serve, departing completely from the gridiron 
pattern. The central shopping area is provided with 600,000 square 
feet of parking space and arranged to eliminate street crossing when 
shopping. 

Though the site is located only 30 miles from the Chicago "Loop” 
on the electrified Illinois Central Railroad, Mr. Klutznick says the 
objective is not a suburb but a satellite town —integrally related to 
the metropolis but having its own non-nuisance industries for which 
some 475 acres are reserved. This area is separated from the two 
northern neighborhoods by the Belt Line Railroad and is served 
by the New York Central as well. This nearness of employment will, 
it is held, "enable the man in the middle-income group to seek his 
best work opportunity without the sacrifice of his urge for healthful 
and wholesome living.” 

The following information is added in an editorial postscript: 

The men associated with American Community Builders, Inc., in¬ 
clude such persons as Jerrold Loebl and Norman Schlossman, 
Chicago architects;^ Nathan Manilow and Carroll Sweet, Sr., ex¬ 
perienced builders of large-scale housing developments in the mid¬ 
dle-west; Elbert Peets, town-planner who participated in the plan¬ 
ning of the towns of Kohler and Greendale, Wis.; Allan S. Harrison 
of New York, who heads the ACB construction division; and 
Charles Waldman, utility engineer for the entire project. They 
have captured the romance of building a brand-new city and are 
aware of the social impact that is implied. 

1 Richard Bennett, an associate of Loebl and Schlossman, has also been an active 
participant in this enterprise. — J. D. 
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THE NEIGHBORHOOD UNIT ABROAD 

The planning of residential areas as basic neighborhood units 
in a city plan has been gathering interest and support outside 

this country for more than a decade and a half, until today leader¬ 
ship in this field has passed from the United States. The intellectual 
climate of Europe appears to be better suited to nourish cooperative 
efforts for social betterment than the more aggressive individualism 
of our own country. That it is the British who today are leading the 
world in neighborhood planning would seem to prove that major 
planning reforms may ensue under democratic auspices and in an 
atmosphere of freedom and respect for individuals and the legiti¬ 
mate rights of property. 

103. Rationelle Bebauungsweisen {Rational Lot-Division) : A Re¬ 
port of the Third Congress of the C.LA.M. 209 pp. Englert 
and Schlosser, Frankfort. 1931. 

104. China and the Neighborhood Unit. Norman J. Gordon. In 
The American City, vol. 61, pp. 112-113, October 1946. 

105. Neighborhood Units as New Elements of Town Planning. 
Eugen C. Kaufmann. In Journal of the Royal Institute of 
British Architects, vol. 44, pp. 165-175, December 19, 
1936. 

106. Soviet Town Planning. Rebecca Drucker. In Asia, vol. 39, pp. 
230-234, April 1939. 

107. U.S.S.R.: One Hundred New Towns Are to Be Built Within . 
Five Years. Academician Shchusev. In Building (London), 
vol. 20, pp. 284-287, November 1945. 

108. A Plan for Warsaw. In Architects’ Journal, vol. 104, pp. 251- 
254, March 28, 1946. 

109. Town Planning in Algeria. Tony Socard. In Journal of the 
Royal Institute of British Architects, vol. 53, pp. 349-351, 
June 1946. 

Neighborhood units have been the subject of worldwide interest 
among architects at least since 1930. Sigfried Giedion, secretary of 

70 
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the International Congress for Modern Architecture, reported (see 

Introduction to ref. no. 5) that the deliberations of the Third Con¬ 
gress meeting at Brussels in that year (103) dealt with the question 
of "how to organize whole groups of dwellings into neighborhood 
units in such a way that human needs could be satisfied, and with the 
further question of what legislative changes were necessary to allow 
workable solutions.” Among the lecturers were Le Corbusier, 
Waiter Gropius, and Richard Neutra. 

In Eurasia and Africa 

The town planning consultant to the Chinese Nationalist govern¬ 
ment, Norman J. Gordon (104), says the neighborhood unit is as 
old as the family system of China. From time immemorial related 
families have lived together and a certain number of these family 
clusters have formed neighborhoods. These neighborhoods have 
been the units which go to make up Chinese administrative districts. 
Mr. Gordon advised the government to organize this traditional 
system to build up neighborhood school districts whose total popu¬ 
lation would be about 2,000, having between 200 and 400 pupils 
each. 

A Russian claim for first developing the neighborhood unit plan 
is advanced by Eugen C. Kaufmann (105) writing in 1936 as 
director of research at the Housing Center in London. The date Mr. 
Kaufmann gives as the time when the Russians ’’first developed and 
largely discussed” the plan—1931—indicates that he was un¬ 
aware of its earlier history, or else that he defined the plan in Soviet 
terms. These included three parts: 

a. Basic unit. Six flats with one communal wash house, kinder¬ 
garten, and creche. 

b. A series of 22 basic units. 
c. A city composed of four series. 

He says the city of Magnitagorsk was laid out on principles de¬ 
veloped from this outline. 

Rebecca Drucker (106), writing in Asia in 1939, describes the 
site selection principles of the Soviets (in terms of elevation of land, 
time required in the journey to work, and ”intra-city transporta¬ 
tion”), and then proceeds to describe the division of the area into 
’’community units” in which there is much variety in size, popu¬ 
lation and form. She says: 

The maximum size is one hundred acres, and the maximum popu¬ 
lation is ten thousand persons. Service strips are provided in each 
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distria for administration dapartments, shops, theaters, cinemas, 
clinics, laundries and so on. A community unit normally contains, 
besides blocks of flats, a central club with restaurant and cinema for 
adults, several creches for infants and one or more children’s centers 
with playgrounds. 
The location of schools is governed by the rule that no child shall 
have to walk more than half a mile or be compelled to cross a main 
traffic artery on the way to school. 

Building (107), at the end of 1945, reported Russian plans to 
construct one hundred new towns in the next five years. 

The new Warsaw, according to the Architects’ ]ournal (108), 
will embody the modern concepts of city and regional planning 
including the neighborhood unit plan. The social facilities, pro¬ 
tection from motor traffic, green screens and neighborhood parks, 
the thought given to the question of nearness to work and school, are 
all integrally related in the plans for this city which is 40 miles long. 
The neighborhood units are grouped to make communities or dis¬ 
tricts, and the traffic routes which demarcate each are integrated into 
the regional pattern. 

Tony Socard (109), director of town and country planning in 
Algeria, reports the division of residential "localities” of approxi¬ 
mately 40,000 inhabitants into three categories: dwellings, neigh¬ 
borhoods, and boroughs, the whole separated by green belts from 
the commercial and industrial areas. The neighborhood organiza¬ 
tions are likened to those advocated by British, American, and 
Russian town planners. Plans are reported for projects in the cities of 
Algiers, Oran, and Bone. 

Advanced thinking and activity in neighborhood planning in the 
western hemisphere outside the United States are found in Brazil 
and Canada. 

no. Brazil Builds a New City. Paul Lester Wiener and Jose Luis 
Sert. In Progressive Architecture, vol. 27, pp. 52-74, Sep¬ 
tember 1946. 

111. Architecture and Urbanism (with criticism of Cidade dos 
Motores). Le Corbusier. In Progressive Architecture, vol. 
28, pp. 87-88, February 1947. 

112. Town Planning and Community Centres. Bulletin No. 19, 
The Citizens’ Forum. 5 pp. Canadian Association for Adult 
Education, 119 Isabella St., Toronto, Ontario. Out of print. 

113. Residential Community — Islington, Ontario. Planned Neigh¬ 
borhood Offers Mass Purchase and Building Economy, 
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Owner Association Protected. In Architectural Forum, vol. 
83, pp. 128-130, November 1945. 

114. Planning in Canada: Saint John, New Brunswick, and Greater 
Winnipeg. In Architects’ Journal, vol. 104, pp. 117—120, 
August 15, 1946. 

115. Regina—1^46-1 ^j6: A Thirty Year Program for Develop¬ 
ment. Community Planning Committee. 8 pp. The Com¬ 
mittee, Regina, Saskatchewan. 

Brazil’s Motor City 

Paul Lester Wiener and Jose Luis Sert^ have planned a model 
motor city for Brazil (110), whose first stage of construction will be 
a complete neighborhood on the lines outlined above (see frontis¬ 
piece). The new city, planned for a population of about 25,000 
dwelling in four neighborhood units, is located some 20 miles from 
Rio de Janeiro, and will have a tractor works and an airplane engine 
factory. Each neighborhood unit will house some 6,200 persons 
as follows: 

2,600 (chiefly families with small children) in three-story apart¬ 
ment blocks freely disposed about the elementary school, 
nursery, and kindergarten. 

1,200 in eight-story apartments along the neighborhood’s princi¬ 
pal interior street. 

2,400 in "dormitory buildings" for bachelors near the road to the 
factories (about seven minutes away by bicycle) but not iso¬ 
lated from the community facilities. 

The education and recreation areas are called "the nucleus of the 
neighborhood," and include spaces and facilities for family living; 
swimming pools, clubrooms, and the like are centrally located, with 
shops and management offices on one side. All, however, are within 
easy walking distance and are entirely free from traffic. Aided by 
promenades, the civic center, and the harmonious architectural de¬ 
sign, the town plan aims "as far as any such plan can, at creating a 
physical and spiritual background against which the modern Bra¬ 
zilian way of life may be carried on, with ever greater health, happi¬ 
ness, and efficiency." 

Le Corbusier’s "criticism" (m) of the Cidade dos Motores is 
really an enthusiastic appreciation, in the course of which he reports 
a new enterprise of his own (besides the reconstruction of La Ro- 

/ 

^See ref. nos. 5 and 50. 
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chelle-Pallice): the building of "a residential unit of suitable scale” 
in Marseille. It will be, he says, a vertical garden city "replacing the 
'horizontal garden city’ which is symbolic of the constraints that 
crush the modern world.” He continues: 

We are, therefore, building at this time in Marseille this modem 
"unit of habitation" which by virtue of its size and organization 
permits the organization of "community services” (in the interior of 
the building) and makes for the "extension of the residence” at the 
outside. 

Canadian Activity 

"Across Canada . . . the health and mental and spiritual welfare 
of thousands of human beings have been sacrificed in the uncon¬ 
trolled growth of our urban communities.” These words from Town 

Planning and Community Centres (112) preface a proposed pro¬ 
gram for urban rehabilitation in Canada — no longer a pioneer 
country, but one which "must remedy the mistakes of its youth.” 
The program, based on principles of planning said to be "pretty 
generally accepted,” consists of a restoration of more natural sur¬ 
roundings, proper housing, and the division of districts on the 
basis of function with no encroachment permitted. The "Neighbor¬ 
hood Unit” is seen as "the kernel of town reconstruction in the 
modern world,” and is described as an arrangement of residential 
areas where the immediate needs of people are placed within easy 
access, which contains dwelling accommodations suitable for people 
in "all stages of life,” and where streets are not in the grid pattern 
but serve grouped houses and are linked to the through streets by 
feeder roads. These small community units, separated from each 
other by park strips, will surround a larger center with a high school, 
theaters, larger stores, and public buildings. Ample spaces will be 
reserved for recreation and sports. Big cities will repeat this pattern 
many times. "The purpose of the design is to restore the sense of 
neighborhood and of belonging which has almost vanished from 
our modern city.” 

A planned neighborhood at Islington, Ontario, organized as a 
cooperative, is reported in the Architectural Forum (113). The 
hundred-acre plot is laid out with curved and dead-end roads, 
neighborhood parking, and shopping facilities at one corner of the 
area at the intersection of the main traffic roads. At the opposite 
corner is a considerable wooded area reserved for recreational use. 
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i In a central location are the neighborhood park, club, and day 
nursery. A homes association, organized on the cooperative principle 
of one member, one vote, controls the community facilities and 
passes on the admission of new families. The basis of the Islington 
community, says the article, is the conviction that a home is much 

I more than just a house and a lot. 

Saint John, New Brunswick, according to the Architects’ Journal 

(114), plans to overcome present overcrowding and care for an 
estimated increase of 10,000 inhabitants in the next quarter of a 
century by laying out more than 12 residential sites ''based upon 
neighborhood unit principles linking up a system of schools to cover 
the city.” This English periodical says these new layouts represent 

i "a considerable advance on the gridiron influence which reproduced 
1 itself as a matter of course across the Atlantic.” 

The same article describes the replanning of a new site in Win- 
f nipeg from the gridiron to the neighborhood pattern, resulting in 

reduced street length, increased variety in the housing sites, and the 
' making of a place for a school and school grounds and a community 
I center — solid advantages enhanced by the fact that the neighbor- 
I hood plan will "entail a reduced expenditure” as well, 

j The city of Regina (115) became aroused upon discovering that, of 
1 the 901 acres "of effective residential area,” only 11 per cent are con¬ 

sidered sound; deterioration threatens about half, and has attacked 
the other half already. There is crowding on the land, crowding in 

i the homes, lack of dwellings, lack of playgrounds, traffic congestion 
— all the lacks and hazards of unplanned metropolitan areas. The 

; brochure gives the rationale of community planning for the 62,000 
j citizens of this urban center of western Canada: it is simply that the 

people, though of various creeds, national backgrounds, and politi- 
I cal leanings, all "want to get something more out of life.” The 
j master plan, here reproduced, charts the city’s development for the 
I coming thirty years. A photographic reproduction of a model of a 

"planned neighborhood” (comprising the equivalent of 98 con- 
I ventional blocks) is shown. "The scheme includes a park, play- 
' ground, school, community hall and shopping centre. It provides 
j for separated groups of single family detached houses, duplexes 
i and apartments.” Of Regina’s total acreage (8,847), the city owns 

2,260 acres now vacant. A significant part of the development pro- 
I gram is the designation of 1,500 of these city-owned acres for resi- 
I dential purposes, replacing the existing registered plans which call 
' for the conventional grid pattern with "the neighborhood pattern.” 
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Advanced Planning in Britain 

Great Britain, with 80 per cent of her population living in cities 
(116), is called the most highly urbanized country in the world. 
About three-quarters of all urban land, we are told, is in residential 
areas. It is therefore an event of the first importance when such a 
country embarks on a vast program of housing reform. Present plans 
call for the building within ten years of one-third as many dwellings 
as exist today. The lessons learned in the rebuilding after World 
War I and their relation to Britain’s adoption of the neighborhood 
unit plan are discussed in the following references. 

116. The Planning of Residential Areas. Gordon Stephenson and 
others. In Journal of the Royal Institute of British Archi¬ 
tects, vol. 53, pp. 107-116, February 1946. 

117. Housing. Arthur Ling. In Physical Planning, the Groundwork 
of a New Technique, pp. 180-189. Ian R. M. McCallum, 
editor. Architectural Press, London. 1945. 

118. Town Planning. Thomas Sharp. 152 pp. Penguin Books, New 
York. 1940. 

119. The Housing Estate: A Warning. Marianne Walter. In The 
Contemporary Review, vol. 167, pp. 285-290, May 1945. 

120. The Amenities of Living: The House and the Neighborhood. 
L. H. Keay. In The Builder, vol. 169, pp. 214-216, Sep¬ 
tember 14, 1945. 

121. American Housing Before the New Deal. E. G. S. Elliot. In 
Town Planning Review, vol. 16, pp. 247-253, June 1935. 

122. Educational Buildings: Their Relation to the Town Plan. 
Wesley Dougill. In Town Planning Review, vol. 16, pp. 
1-15, July 1934. 

123. Wythenshawe: A Modern Satellite Town. Wesley Dougill. In 
Town Planning Review, vol. 16, pp. 209-215, June 1935. 

124. Public Ownership and Control of Urban and Suburban Land. 
Wayne D. Heydecker. In National Municipal Review, vol. 
26, pp. 561-566, December 1937. 

The mistakes of the housing practices of the interwar years are 
frequently referred to in the literature. Arthur Ling (117), for in¬ 
stance, states that housing is usually measured in terms of house 
units required, but progress in housing, he believes, cannot be so 
measured since houses must fit into towns — new or old — "either 
as complete communities, as neighborhoods or at least as housing 
schemes.” The British achievement of 4,000,000 houses and flats 
between the wars seems remarkable when considered "by bulk,” 
but "in fact, it was a tragic failure measured in terms of haphazard 
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development, jerry building, ribbon development and spoliation of 
the countryside.” Such a program, in the opinion of Mr. Ling, should 
have been thought of as perhaps ''fifty new towns or communities of 

100,000 [inhabitants} and i,ooo neighborhood units, all complete 
with their essential social and technical services.” 

Thomas Sharp (ii8) wonders how we can expect children to 
display the spirit of cooperation when the places in which they live 
"are wildly individualistic and unsocial in their material form.” 
There is much unseen functional efficiency in our cities, but visual 
aid is required — citizens need to see to believe. Another of the 
great mistakes of most British housing before World War II, in Mr. 
Sharp’s opinion, is class segregation on the housing estates. He refers 
to Beacontree, which was one of 20 projects of the London County 
Council, housing alone 120,000 working-class people "in an enor¬ 
mous concentration.” 

This conviction, that if it is only housing it is not good housing, 
is repeated in various ways throughout the literature of town plan¬ 
ning in Britain. It is expressed in some detail in The Contemporary 

Review^s article, "The Housing Estate: A Warning” (119). Patrick 
Abercrombie (in ref. no. 130), venerable British planner, describes 
Outer London which was built between the wars as "in the main a 
terrifying waste of unsocial dwellings” and quotes G. D. H. Cole 
as saying he doubted if "in the whole history of mankind there has 
ever been a type of place so lacking in the spirit of community or in 
democracy or in any sort of unity save that of mere physical juxta¬ 
position.” Not only were there social problems springing from in¬ 
come and age segregation, but there were administrative problems 
from "the blurring of all boundaries, administrative or natural.” 
In addition, says Professor Abercrombie, the population was un¬ 
stable because there was no relation between industrial and resi¬ 

dential development. 

Neighborhood Basis of British Plans 

1 A direct relation between the awareness of past mistakes and the 
j present widespread acceptance of the neighborhood unit plan is seen 

by L. H. Keay (120), vice-president of the Royal Institute of British 
Architects and city architect of Liverpool. As one who believes that 
physical planning can help establish community life, Mr. Keay 
finds deep meaning for future generations in Britain’s huge re¬ 
building program provided the planning is complete. 
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It is significant that so much is heard today of the need for planning 
community or neighborhood units, for it is upon this conception of 
complete planning which it envisages that we may avoid the mistakes 
of the inter-war period. 

As Clarence A. Perry pointed out in his Housing for the Machine 

Age, there has for some time been a lively British interest in the 
neighborhood unit plan. E. G. S. Elliot (121), a faculty member 
of the School of Architecture of the University of Liverpool, in 1935 
found in the plan checks upon physical disintegration, a force for 
asserting "social values,” and a support for "the cooperative com¬ 
munity.” He called the principle of the neighborhood unit "the 
most notable contribution to the theory of town planning that has 
come out of America in recent years.” 

Wesley Dougill (122), a colleague of Elliot’s, in an important 
discussion of the relation of educational buildings to the town plan, 
pointed to Nottingham, Hampstead Garden Suburb, and Wythen- 
shawe as existing English communities conforming to neighborhood 
unit principles. Each of Nottingham’s 16 planned districts is pro¬ 
vided with its own school. As for Wythenshawe, it is said (123) to 
be the most adequately planned of its kind in Britain. 

Other schemes in this country may have their parkways, their neigh¬ 
borhood unit planning or their agricultural belts and so on, but in 
no other example have all these elements been correlated and com¬ 
bined to form one self-contained entity. 

In this article which deals exclusively with Wythenshawe, he 
tells of the parkways, set approximately three-quarters of a mile 
apart, at the intersections of which the shops are located. Each 
shopping district, therefore, serves four neighborhoods. Schools 
are located near the center of each neighborhood. Of special interest 
is the fact that some of these neighborhood units are hexagonal 
in shape. Wythenshawe is a satellite of Manchester which owns the 
5,567-acre development planned for a population of 100,000. 

Wayne D. Heydecker (124) believes this ideal development was 
made possible only because of the policy, widely adopted in Europe, 
of controlling expansion through public ownership of adjacent land. 
Besides Manchester, he mentions London, Hamburg, Ulm, and 
Dusseldorf as owning extensive residential acreage. Stockholm, he 
says, owns 20,000 acres within nine miles of the city center. 

Britain’s planning today is under the direction of the Ministry 
of Town and Country Planning whose spirit and convictions are 
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reflected in the speech of Gordon Stephenson (116), the Ministry’s 
director of research, and which may be gauged by Stephenson’s sum¬ 
mary of the modern planner’s problem: 

The main problem is to plan towns, and particularly residential 
areas, in a humane and civilized way; to reduce the burdens and 
lessen the dangers of modern urban life; to facilitate social inter¬ 
course and the democratic way of doing things; to introduce a 
quality and beauty into everyday environment; to reduce that ever¬ 
growing journey to work. 

Space limitations do not permit even a listing of the many refer¬ 
ences on British planning activities. Intimations of the character of 
the literature, however, are found in the Town and Country Plan¬ 
ning Bill 1947, the great plan of London, and the plans for Coven¬ 
try here referred to. 

125. The New Planning Bill. In Municipal Journal, vol. 55, p. 95, 
January 17, 1947. 

126. Town and Country Planning Bill 1^47: Explanatory Memo¬ 
randum. Cmd. 7006. 22 pp. His Majesty’s Stationery Office, 
London. 1947. 

127. Greater London Plan 1^44: A Report Prepared on Behalf of 
the Standing Conference on London Regional Planning by 
Professor Abercrombie at the Request of the Minister of 
Town and Country Planning. Patrick Abercrombie. 221 pp. 
His Majesty’s Stationery Office, London. 1945. 

128. County of London Plan. Prepared for the London County 
Council by J. H. Forshaw and Patrick Abercrombie. 188 
pp. Macmillan and Co., Ltd., London. 1943. 

129. A Residential Unit for Town and Country Planning. C. B. 
Fawcett. 72 pp. University of London Press, London. 1944. 

130. Factory City Thinks Again: A Study of the Coventry (Eng¬ 
land) Plan. In Future Books, vol. 3, The Crowded Scene, pp. 
14-22, 1946? 

Legislation to help effectuate the goals outlined by the Ministry 
of Town and Country Planning finds its latest and most complete 
expression in Britain in the new Town and Country Planning Bill 
(125), the wide powers of which stop short of the nationalization 
of the land. Analyzing the bill the Municipal Journal concludes, 
"There is nothing very revolutionary in the new . . . bill when it 
is judged by the standards of 1947 and not those of 1909.” Its 
object is said to be to put all the land to the best use in the com¬ 
munity’s interests. The main obstacle up till now has been the high 
cost of repurchase of land wanted for replanning. This bill, through 
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rigid powers of control, "deprives landowners of the right to build 
on their land unless the building complies with proper planning 
requirements." 

An official summary of the new bill is offered in an Explanatory 

Memorandum (126) and sets down the following three main 
objects: 

l. To set up a new planning system to meet present-day require¬ 
ments. 

II. To produce a comprehensive solution of the problem of de¬ 
velopment values in land and thereby remove one of the main 
obstacles to good planning. 

m. To provide Exchequer grants to assist local authorities in the 
purchase and clearing of land for the execution of plans. 

Plans for Greater London 

Patrick Abercrombie in the now famous plan of London (127), 
quoting social scientists on the need to include all major interests of 
life in the town plan if there is to be effective community planning, 
agrees that this requires the application of the neighborhood unit 
plan: 

The major interests can be satisfied only by a comprehensive and 
balanced arrangement of neighborhood units within a town, and 
towns or communities within a region. Both the neighborhood and 
the town should be given physical definition and unmistakable sepa¬ 
rateness, and the population should be socially stable. 

This stability is aided, he says, by providing a variety of dwelling 
types to meet needs of different groups, and arranging nearness to 
"a variety of employment.” Stability will be furthered, too, he 
thinks, by making the community a unit of local government. 

Three factors should be satisfied in determining the size of the 
neighborhood unit, according to the text: it should be small enough 
to "facilitate acquaintance"; large enough to include a cross-section 
of the city’s population; and also large enough to justify provision 
of full social, educational, and recreational facilities. A range of 
from 5,000 to 10,000 persons is found to satisfy these conditions 
and, when related to school facilities, "the best size" would be the 
smaller number providing one school for children aged five to 
seven years and one for those aged eight to eleven, or else the 10,000 
figure with provision for two of each of these schools. New edu¬ 
cational buildings would be planned in connection with the com- 
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munity’s recreation needs — school playgrounds being included in 
the neighborhood "open space standard” which is about ten acres 
per 1,000 and is divided as follows: 

Three acres for schools 
One acre in park 
Four acres in public playing fields 
Two acres in private playing fields 

The road system, of course, is planned to pass between communities, 
not through them. "Important social effects,” it is believed, follow 
"as the dangers to the form of each planned community and the life 
of its inhabitants would be largely removed.” Among the social 
values worked into the neighborhood unit plan is the care of the 
people’s health, and we read that "many of the small elements such 
as health centres, clinics and child welfare centres would be included 
in neighborhood plans.” Professor Abercrombie distinguishes be¬ 
tween a community, which would be planned as a series of neighbor¬ 
hood units, and the planned neighborhoods which are the basic 
planning units as described above. 

The County of London Plan is the joint product of Professor 
Abercrombie and J. H. Forshaw (128). The neighborhood unit 
plan there is essentially the same as in the later publication. Emphasis 
is placed on the great importance to London of "the social group 
structure.” Functioning harmoniously in an adequate environment, 
it is held to inculcate local pride, to assist in the control and organi¬ 
zation of the capital, and to rationalize metropolitan housing — the 
"means of resolving what would otherwise be interminable aggrega¬ 
tions of housing.” It is clear from the text that what is intended is 
not to isolate districts but to restore a needed balance in the urban 
environment. Emphasis upon the identity of communities, increase 
of "the degree of segregation,” where it is necessary, to rearrange 
areas to make up separate and definite "entities,” —this effort has 
for its aim community integration and is quite compatible with the 
larger unity of the metropolis. It will not, say the authors, endanger 
"the sense of interdependence on the adjoining communities of 
London as a whole.” 

It can be safely asserted that if the closer integration of individual 
communities is made a reality, the functioning of these varied centres 
as vital elements in community life will be greatly facilitated, and 
the inhabitants will benefit correspondingly. With a raised status 
the centres will become a medium through which a sense of civic 
pride and of healthy corporate life may be invoked. 
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C. B. Fawcett (129), professor of geography in the University 
of London, directs attention to the school population figures of the 
County of London Plan, secured by the authors from the Ministry of 
Education. As school population in part determines neighborhood 
size, the question is important. These figures give the proportion of 
five to fourteen-year-olds as 12 per cent of the population. Put, 
Professor Fawcett objects, assigning a proportion of less than one 
person in eight in this age group assumes the population is dying 
out, and he believes ''that is not a satisfactory basis for any long term 
plan.” He holds the proportion must be at least one in six. The true 
rural rate was higher than in cities before the twentieth century 
"when the cities were the 'eaters of men.’ ” But the urban population 
of Britain is now four-fifths of the total. The birth rate of British 
city population, then, must be increased if planning is to make sense 
at all. "To plan for a dying population is surely a counsel of de¬ 
spair.” Professor Fawcett would personalize the residential unit 
(which he calls a "vill”) much more intensively than the London 
planners do by limiting its number to between 1,200 and 2,300 and 
cutting its size to a maximum of one-quarter of a mile radius. For 
him as for the others the school is the paramount factor in neighbor¬ 
hood organization. 

Coventry Looks to the Future 

The story of the plan for Coventry (130), England’s motor city, 
begins with a description of a city known as a good place in which 
to earn a living but a bad place to live in. With practically no open 
space, very little social life, educational or cultural opportunity; with 
streets "crammed with traffic” and shops which were "too few in 
number and too narrow in range,” and with factories crowding 
offices, churches, and slums about the central heap; in such a city 
after work it was said there was nothing to do but "drink or go to 
the cinemas.” 

Some there must have been who paused occasionally to reflect what a 
crazy city they lived in, where factories whose every process and 
every tool were scientifically planned had in a bare fifty years turned 
their whole environment into an unplanned mixture of huddle and 
sprawl. . . . Out of the confusion the three spires lifted their warn¬ 
ing forefingers: the cathedral city was in danger of losing its soul. 

The first attack of the Luftwaffe in November 1940, left the 
cathedral a burning wreck but its tower still stood, and around it, we 
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are told, grew the plan for a new Coventry, redesigned to meet the 
needs of its quarter of a million people "in search of work and 
shelter and their portion of loveliness and laughter." 

Upon a "spider web formation of ring and radial roads,” to dis¬ 
patch necessary traffic to and from the center and to guide the rest 
around the core, are laid out the main elements of the area: factories, 
homes, and open spaces. Of the place of neighborhood units in this 
plan the article is explicit: 

When Coventry became a workshop and the parish turned into a 
housing estate, a group life that lies midway between that of the 
family and that of the city died out. The plan provides for its resur¬ 
rection, and its name is to be the neighborhood unit. This is to be the 
housing concept of the future, replacing both slum clearance and 
suburban sprawl, applicable alike to local authority and private 
enterprise building schemes. 

The measure of the neighborhood, in this view, is accessibility on 
foot, and an important ingredient for its social goals is the provision 
that its inhabitants be of different income levels "and therefore 
probably of different type and taste.” The total population of a 
neighborhood center would be between 7,000 and 10,000 persons. 
Without any assistance, such arrangements would tend to create 
neighborhood activities, but, we are told, in the Coventry plan there 
is to be planned encouragement of neighborliness by providing 

facilities "for the full development of its corporate life”: 

clinics and schools; shops, restaurants, post offices, pubs; a com¬ 
munity centre, a branch library, a health centre, a cinema; churches, 
surgeries, clubs, playing fields. 

In two districts, thanks to bombs and general deterioration, rebuild¬ 
ing can be complete and here the Council will develop model neigh¬ 
borhood units while in the rest of the city the ideal will be some¬ 
thing to work toward. The city will be made up of about 30 of these 
communities fitting into a master plan now in preparation. It is not 
held that neighborhood can be created by a plan; only that by such 
means, united to the spirit made famous by war and suffering, will 
be supplied "an environment rich with promise.” 



ADDITIONAL READING REFERENCES 

The following additional references are included to call at¬ 
tention to important discussions on aspects of the neighborhood 

unit plan not commented on in the text because of space limitations. 

The Social Factor in City Planning^ 

131. Sociology for City Planners. An annotated bibliography of 
recommended books in the fields of sociology, social rela¬ 
tions, and social research. Edwin S. BurdelL. In Planners’ 
Journal, vol. 2, pp. 163-167, November-December 1936. 

132. Sociological Ignorance in Social Planning, Florian Znaniecki. 
In Sociology and Social Research, vol. 30, pp. 87-100, No¬ 
vember 1945. 

133. Research in a Changing Society. Kimball Young. In American 
Journal of Sociology, vol. 50, pp. 493-501, May 1945. 

134. The Sociological Basis of Future City Planning. Maurice R. 
Davie. In The New Architecture and City Planning, pp. 
343-352. Paul Zucker, editor. Philosophical Library, New 
York. 1944. 

135. Social Science and Town Planning. F. J. Osborn. In Town 
and Country Planning, vol. 12, pp. 6-12, Spring 1944. 

136. Social Basis of Physical Planning. Robert E. Dickinson. In 
Sociological Review, vol. 34, pp. 51-67, 165-182, January 
and July 1942. 

137. Neighborhood. Niles Carpenter. In Encyclopaedia of the 
Social Sciences, vol. ii, pp. 356-357. Macmillan Co., New 
York. 1933. 

1 The social significance of neighborhood planning is the most controversial 
aspect of the neighborhood unit concept. There are some who question the desir¬ 
ability of planning for a more personal atmosphere in residential areas and others 
who question the possibility or any success if such efforts are undertaken. While 
there appears to be general agreement that lack of balance in cities today leans 
markedly in the direction of an impersonal metropolitanism and away from every 
kind of localism, there is little agreement among social scientists as to what can be 
done about it. Kimball Young firmly predicts irresistible progress toward a ” ’mass- 
society’ culture.” Louis Wirth looks hopefully toward a rebirth of community 
consciousness on the local level. In between are many views including that of 
Carle Zimmerman who holds that personality development in modern society re¬ 
quires both localism and metropolitanism and looks for a balance between them 
as the only wholesome ideal for the city of the twentieth century. 

84 
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138. The Social Factor in City Planning. Robert E. Dickinson. In 
Journal of the American Institute of Planners, vol. 12, pp. 
5-10, Summer 1946. 

139. Social Aspects of Town Planning. Ruth Glass. In Archi¬ 

tects’ Journal, vol. 100, pp. 306-307, October 26, 1944. 
140. Social Reconstruaion Through Neighborhood and Town 

Planning. Tam Deering. In Social Forces, vol. 10, pp. 227- 
229, December 1931. 

141. Plans and Planners. In Economist, vol. 151, p. 621, October 
19, 1946. 

142. Freedom Under Planning. Barbara Wootton. 180 pp. Uni¬ 
versity of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill. 1945. 

143. Democracy in City Planning. John T. Howard. In Antioch 
Review, vol. 4, pp. 518-530, December 1944. 

144. Sociology and Architecture. Architectural Science Board Study 
Group No. I. In Journal of the Royal Institute of British 
Architects, vol. 53, pp. 386-394; 443-447, July and August 
1946. 

145. Communality the Urban Substitute for the Traditional Com¬ 
munity. B. A. McClenahan. In Sociology and Social Re¬ 
search, vol. 30, pp. 264-274, March-April 1946. 

146. Community in the Postwar Social Order. B. A. McClenahan. 
In Sociology and Social Research, vol. 29, pp. 180-190, 
January-February 1945. 

147. The Changing Community. Carle C. Zimmerman. 661 pp. 
Harper and Bros., New York. 1938. 

148. Human Ecology. Louis Wirth. In American Journal of So¬ 
ciology, vol. 50, pp. 483-488, May 1945. 

149. Ecological Considerations in Planning for Rurban Fringes. 
Walter Firey. In American Sociological Review, vol. ii, pp. 
411-423, August 1946. 

150. Land Use in Central Boston. Walter Firey. 367 pp. Harvard 
University Press, Cambridge. 1947. 

151. Human Ecology and the City Planning Movement. Miriam 
Kligman. In Social Forces, vol. 24, pp. 89-95, October 
1945. 

152. Radburn, a Plan of Living. Robert B. Hudson. 118 pp. Ameri¬ 
can Association for Adult Education, 525 W. 120th St., 
New York 27. 1934. 

153. Radburn: The Challenge of a New Town. Tracy B. Augur. 
In Michigan Municipal Review, vol. 4, pp. 19-22, 39-41, 
February and March 1931. 

154. Democracy and the Friendship Pattern. Eduard C. Lindeman. 
In Adult Education Journal, vol. 3, pp. 27-30, January 
1944. 
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155. The New Birth of Community Consciousness. Louis Wirth. 
In Community Life in a Democracy, pp. 11-22. Florence C. 
Bingham, editor. National Congress of Parents and Teach¬ 
ers, 600 S. Michigan Blvd., Chicago 5. 1942. 

156. Concerning Communication and the Community. Bertram 
Morris. In Philosophical Review, vol. 53, pp. 391-399, 

July 1944. 
157. The Peckham Experiment: A Study in the Living Structure of 

Society. Innes H. Pearse and Lucy H. Crocker. 333 pp. 
Yale University Press, New Haven. 1945. 

158. Communitas. Percival and Paul Goodman. 141 pp. Univer¬ 
sity of Chicago Press, Chicago. 1947. 

Changing City Patterns 

159. Origin and Spread of the Grid-Pattern Town. D. Stanislaw- 
ski. In Geographical Review, vol. 36, pp. 105-120, January 
1946. 

160. Changing City Patterns. Martin D. Meyerson and Robert B. 
Mitchell. In Annals of the American Academy of Political 
and Social Science, vol. 242, pp. 149-162, November 1945. 

161. Inventions of Local Transportation and the Pattern of Cities. 
W. F. Ogburn. In Social Forces, vol. 24, pp. 373-379, May 
1946. 

162. Effect of Recent Social Trends on Urban Planning. Louis 
Wirth. In Public Management, vol. 27, pp. 10-13, January 
1945. 

163. Residential Real Estate. D. L. Wickens. 305 pp. National 
Bureau of Economic Research, New York. 1941. 

164. The Structure and Growth of Residential Neighborhoods in 
American Cities. Homer Hoyt. 178 pp. Supt. of Documents, 
Washington. 1939. 

165. Can We Have Garden Cities in America.^ Alexander M. Bing. 
In Survey Graphic, vol. 54, pp. 172-173+, May i, 1925. 

166. The Autobiography of Another Idea. Henry Wright. In West¬ 
ern Architect, vol. 39, pp. 137-141 +, September 1930. 

167. Planned Communities: A Speculative Survey of Their Future. 
Roland Wank. In Architectural Record, vol. 93, pp. 44-48, 
February 1943. 

168. Cities Are for Human Beings. Robert S. Lynd. In New Pencil 
Points, vol. 24, pp. 74-75, March 1943. 

169. The Dynamics of Town and Country Planning. Gilbert Mc¬ 
Allister. In Fortnightly, no. 956, pp. 107-113, August 1946. 

170. For a New Way of City Life: In Building for Veterans We 
Have the Opportunity to Change Our Outworn Municipal 
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Patterns. Albert Mayer. In New York Times Magazine, 
pp. lo-ii +, August II, 1946. 

171. Modern Urban Highways: How to Help Redevelop Your City. 
G. Donald Kennedy. 33 pp. Chamber of Commerce of the 
United States Conference Committee on Urban Problems, 
1615 H St., NW., Washington 5. Undated. 

172. Traffic and the Neighborhood Plan: The Elements of Neigh¬ 
borhood and Inter-Neighborhood Circulation. Gilmore D. 
Clarke and Michael Rapuano. In Architectural Forum, vol. 
79, pp. 130-132, October 1943. 

173. Highways, the Framework of the City and Regional Plan. G. 
Donald Kennedy. In The New Architecture and City Plan¬ 
ning, pp. 413-424. Paul Zucker, editor. Philosophical Li¬ 
brary, New York. 1944. 

174. Coordination of City Planning, Highiuay Development and 
Urban Transit. An address by Charles Gordon, managing 
director, American Transit Association, before the Confer¬ 
ence Committee on Urban Problems. 16 pp. United States 
Chamber of Commerce, Washington. 1945. 

175. Journey to Work: Its Significance for Industrial and Com¬ 
munity Life. Kate K. Liepmann. 199 pp. International 
Library of Sociology and Social Reconstruaion, Oxford. 
1944. 

176. Neighborhood Shopping Centers and Parking Problems. Ken¬ 
neth C. Welch. 6 pp. Mimeographed. Michigan Planning 
Commission, Lansing. 1946. (Summarized in Planning and 
Civic Comment, vol. 12, pp. 15-20, October 1946.) 

177. A Hexagonal Layout of Cities. Ricardo C. Humbert. In Traffic 
Engineer, vol. 16, pp. 266-267, April 1946. 
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